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. LOCATION OG~'THE COLLEGE . 
. 
The college· is located on a ·broad hill overlooking the towrt, 
v -.1 - . 
one mile east of Main . street, L?g.an City, •commanding a view 
of the entire valley~and of its surrounding m.ouutain ranges. ·The 
beauty p£ the ·location is .nnsurpassed, al:\d perhaps un~gmiled by 
J r . ,;; . ·' . - "' . , 
that of any other coileg~ in the- country: A few hundred yards 
to · the south is the Logan river, . with its clear wa:ter and luxuri--" 
;\;t gr_?.Sses and shrubs. A _mile fo the east is a rna.g11ificent 
mountain r:ange and · a picturesque canyon. . In other directions . 
the . tow~s and farms ~overing the green surface of Cach~ Valley -
con~titute a delightfuL and impressive panorama through th ~ r 
clear/atmos~here. The city is noted for its freedom from vi_ce, 
is quiet, orderly,, clean, and generally attractj_ve, with n eat hon1es, 
fme publif: bui l9ings, electd'c lights and water system; while .the 
peqple ·are thrifty and progressive, with-" a ~?r.eferE:tlce' for solid 
~ultu~e ~and h.igh cl~.ss,entertainments. TI-le city l~as about 6,oo'o"' 
people, and is the capital and commercial center of an agri<;:ul· 
tural county with about three tim.es that population known as 
Cacne Valley. The valley is a fertile, 'slightly uneven plain, 4,500 -
feet above sea level, about sixty by twelve niiles in dimel,lsions; a!-
~ most entirely under cultivation, completely sbr:.round~d by' the 
Wasatch mountains, and ~ne of the , most beautiful an1"d health-
. ful v'!lleys iq the western regic~m. 
., 
ANNUAL CATALOGUE 
OF THE 
~griculnural College of llnah 
FOR THE YEAR 1894-5, 
W l 'fH 
ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR THE YEAR 
l895-6. 
SALT L AK" ClTY, UTAH: 
MERCBANTS PRI NTING CO M PANY, 
189>. 
-· 
HOARD OJ. TRUSTEES. 
vVill iam S. McCornick ........... . ... Salt Lake City. 
A. George Barber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Logan. 
M. D. L essinger, .............. ·.· ... . ...... . Ogden . 
William P. Nebeker ...... ... ...... Salt Lake City. 
Achilles Perrin ........... . ................ Ogden. 
Aaron F. Farr, Jr., . ... . ......... .. ......... Logan. 
B. H. Robe1·ts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Farmington. 
U.b' FICERS OF THE BOARD. 
William S. McCornick ... ........... .. ... President. 
Joseph E. Hyde . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary. 
H. E. Hatch ................ . ........... Treasurer. 
EXPERIMENT STATIO N STAFF. 
J. H. Paul ...... .. .. . ....... ....... .. .. . Director. 
E. S. Richman . .... .. Horticulturist and Entomologist. 
A. A. Mills .... .. ......... . .......... Agriculturist. 
J. A. Widtsoe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chemist. 
R. \t\1. En¥in ...... . .............. Assistant Chemist. 
Paul Fischer ........... . .. . Consulting Veterinarian. 
F. W. Brewer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Biologist. 
S. Fortier ...... . .......... . ... Hydraulic Engineer. 
F. B. Linfield . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dairyman. 
James Dryden . .... . . . ...... Clerk and Stenographer. 
H. E. Hatch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Treasurer. 
J. E. H yde Secretarv. 
f CULTY. 
Arranged in order of Seniority of Appointment. 
J O SH UA II. P Au L, Ph .B., President. 
Professor of P hilosop hy, Political Science and Sociology. 
EVERT S. RICHMAN, M.S.A., 
Professor of Horticulture and Entomology. 
JOHN T. CAINE, JR., B.S., 
P!incipal P reparatory D epartment; Commercial Arithmetic, 
Geoffig.y, and Ethics. 
ALONZO A MILLS, B.Sc., 
Associate Professor of Agriculture. 
JOSEPH E. SHEPARD, B.S., 
j~rofessor of Commercial Law, Commercial Economics, and 
Bookkeeping. 
MRS. SARAH W. EDDY, M.A., 
Professor of H istory. 
JAMES DRYDEN, 
Teacher of Typewriting and Stenography. 
ELIAS J MACEWAN, M.A., 
Professor of English and German. 
F . W. BREWER, M.A., M.D., 
Professor of Biology and Sanitary Science. 
MISS CLARE KENYON, 
Teacher of Elocution and Physical Culture. 
HENRY D. STYER, F~RST LIEUT, 13th I NF, U . S. A. 
Professor of Military Science and Mathematics. 
SA1v1lJEL } uRTIER, B.Ap.Sc. , Mem. Can Soc. C. E ., M. Am. 
Soc:., I.E., 
Professor of Civil Engineering. 
F. B. LINFIELD, l:\.S.A., 
Professor of Dairying and Animal Husbandry . 
J. WALTER MAYO, 
Teacher of Drawing and Shop Work. 
WILLARD S. LANGTON, 
Assistant Professor of Mathematics. 
JOHN A. WIDTSOE, B.S., 
Professor of Chemistry and Mineralogy. -I'JlvJ..; . .,JJ. 
MRS. DALINDA COTEY, 
Professor of Domestic Arts. 
MISS SARAH E . BOWEN, 
Teacner of Sewing, Dressmaking, and Millinery. 
JOSEPH E. HYDE. 
Teacher of Penmanship and Vocal Music. 
PAUL FISCHER, B.Agr., M.V.D., · 
Professor of Agriculture and Veterinary Science. 
JOSEPH JENSEN. 
Pn lfessor of Physics and Mechanical Engineering. 
W. FOGELBERG, 
Teacher of Instrumental Music. · 
KARL C. SCHAUB, 
Teacher of Drawing. 
CALENDAR FOR r895 6. 
F irst term begins Tuesday, Sept. 17, and ends Saturday, 
Dec. 21, 1895· 
Second term, Jan. 7 to March 28, r8g6. 
Third term, March 3 I to June r 3, 1896. 
Commencement week, June '7 to 13. 
HOLIDAYS. 
Thanksgiving Day. 
Christmas vacation, Dec. 22 to Jan. 6 inclusive. 
Washington 's Birthday, Feb. 22. 
Decoration Day. May 30. 
Summer vacation. June 14 to Sept. rs. 
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ESTABLISIT\1 C. fT OF THE COLLEGE. 
An Act of Congress, approved July 2, r862, provided that 
public lands should be granted to the several states, to the 
amount of "thirty thousand acres for each senator and represen-
tative in Congress,'' for the establishment and maintenance of an 
agricultural college in each state. By the terms of the recent act 
providing for the admi ssion of Utah as a state, the amount of 
public lands granted to the Agricultural College of Utah was 
increased to 200,000 acres. 
T he national law provides that from the sale of this land 
there shall be established a perpetual fund "the interest of which 
shall be inviolably appropriated, by each state which may take 
and claim the benefit of this act, to the endowment, support, and 
main tenance of at lea,st one college, where the leading object 
shall be, with out excluding other scientific and classical studies, 
and including military tactics, to teach such branches of learn-
ing as are related to agriculture and the mechanic arts, in such 
man ner as the legislatures of the states may respectively pre-
scribe, in order to promote the li teral and practical education 
of the industrial classes in the several pursuits and professions 
in life." The act forbade the use of any portion of the aforesaid 
fnnd, or of the interest thereon, for the purchase, erection, or 
main tenance of any building or bui ldings. 
This land will become available upon the admission of the 
Territory to statehood. 
The legislature of U tah in r888, accepted th e provisions of 
the national law by the passage of an act which fo unded the 
-College, defined its policy, prescribed its work, and indicated its 
sphere. 
Sec. 12.-The course of in struction shall embrace the Eng-
lish language and literature, mathematics, civil engineering, agri-
cultural chemistry, animal and vegetable anatomy and physiology, 
the veterinary art, entomology, geology, and such other natu-
ral sciences as may be prescribed, technology, political, rural, and 
household economy, horticulture, moral philosophy, history, 
bookkeeping, and especially the application of science and the 
mechanical arts to practical agriculture in the fi eld. 
6 AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE OF UTAH. 
Sec. ro.-In the appointment of professors, instructors, and 
other officers and assistants of said college, and in prescribing 
the studies and exercises thereof, no partiality or preference shall 
be shown by the trustees to one sect or religious denomination 
over another ; nor shall anything sectarian be taught therein; and 
persons engaged in the conducting, governing, managing or con-
trolling said College and its studies and exercises in all its parts, 
shall faithfull y and impartially carry out the provisions of this 
act for the common good, irrespective of sects or parties, political 
or religious. 
It is clear that the Agricultural College was founded in the 
interest of the industrial classes in the several pursuits and pro-
fessions of life, to give not alone a technical education, but, in 
tlle language of the law, a "liberal and practical education." The 
leg1slative fo unders of this institution sought to place within reach 
of the producing classes, an education that the older institutions 
had not, as a rule, made provisions for. 
The instructional policy of the College is in consonance with 
the letter and the spirit of the laws upon which it was founded. 
Its courses of instruction represent the five great vocations of 
the people of Utah: agriculture, the mechanic arts, commerce, 
and home work. 
The act of r86z, says Senator Morrill , "proposed a broad 
education by colleges, not limited to a superficial and dwarfed 
training, such as might be had in an industrial school, nor a mere 
Jllari.ual training such as might be supplied by a foreman of a 
workshop, or by a' foreman of an experimental farm. If any 
would have only a school with equal scraps of labor and of in-
struction, or something other than a college, they would not obey 
the national law." 
Under an act of Congress, app roved March 2, r887, the 
College receives $rs,ooo annually for the maintenance of its ex-
perimental work in agriculture. This is in charge of the depart-
ment known as the Agricultural Experiment station . 
U nder an act of Congress approved March 30, r88o, the 
College received for its more complete endowment and mainten-
ance "the sum of fifteen thousand dollars fo r the year ending June 
thirtieth, eighteen hundred and ninety." The act provides that 
this amount shall be increased by one thousand dollars each year 
until the annual appropriation reaches twenty-five th ousand dol-
lars. The amount received under this law fo r the present year 
wi ll be $zr,ooo. 
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Ex1>eriment On the Farm proper there are over three hundred and thirty plats laid out for investigations. These cover 
Station. time for irriga tion, amount of water to use, sub-irrigation , night vs. day irrigation, method of fitting ground 
for irrigat ion, trials of varieties of wheat, com, barl ey and forage crops; mttlching; drilling vs. broadcasting; methods of tillage, 
time and depth of tillage, methods of plowing, depth a nd distance of planting, time to sow and harvest, fertilizers and 
metlwds of applying, varieties of g rass for hay and pasture-tested by actual grazing trials; crop rotations, soil, other studies. 
8 AGRICULT-URA •L COLLEGE OF UT'AH. 
T he legislature of 1888 gave $25,000 for buildings. The 
co unty of Cache and the town of Logan gave one hundred acres 
of land on wh ich to locate the College. The legislature of 1890 
appropriated $48,ooo for apparatus, for the employment of teach-
ers, and for th e construction of a house, barn, two laborers' cot-
tages, and an experiment station cuilding. The legislature of 
r892 gave $I08,ooo for an addition to the College building, for 
two houses, for apparatus, and for salaries of teachers. The legis-
lature of 1894 appropriated $I5,ooo fo r the purchase of appara-
tus, fo r a g reenh ouse, for a veterinary laboratory, and for the em-
ployment of teachers. T he territorial auditor reports the value 
of the College property now in possession at the conservative 
figure of $2II,947. 
T he Constitution recently framed by the Territorial Conven-
tion , ior the new State of U tah, provides: 
Sec. 4.- The location and e tablishment by existing laws of 
the Un iversity of Utah and the Agricu ltural College are hereby 
confim1ed, and all the rights, immunities, franchises, and endow-
ll1ents heretofore granted or conferred, are hereby perpetuated 
unto said University and College respectively. 
Farm House. Residence of the President. 
A G fl[ C I LTL.;TU L COLLEGE OF' UTAH. 9 
I - H.EQlJI RE:\fE\'"TS FOR A D MISSION. 
"-
r. Graduates o f the Eighth g rade of the district schools are 
perm itted to enter the Sub-Freshman year without examination. 
2. To enter the F reshman year the student cannot be under 
fifteen years o f age, and must pass a satisfactory examination in 
th e fo llowin g· sul)jects, using the texts named or their equivalents: 
I. Reading and spelling. 
2. Geography-Appleton's H igher. 
3- E ither Physical Geography, Maury's or Houston's, 
or U mted States H istory, Barnes'. 
4· Grammar-Maxw:ell's H ig her. 
5· Arithmetic-Harper's Second Book. 
Students may be admitted with out examination from an ac-
credited hig h-school, academy, o r other institution, if they present 
certifi cates of the completion of the subjects named aboV 
DIRECTIONS TO STUDENTS. 
The regular examinations for new students are held on -the 
first two days of each term. Irregular students are examined 
when they enter. The studies to be taken are assigned by the 
examiners and app roved by the P resident. 
T he entrance fee ($5) is th en paid at the Secretary's office ; 
and th e class card naming the studies to be pursued is counter-
sig ned by the President and the Secretary . T his card admits the 
~tudent to hi s classes, and when signed by the several professors 
entitl es him to all the privileges of membership. T he student re-
turns thi s card to the Secretary. T he course of study, as thus 
marked o ut, cannot be varied by the student except upon petition 
to the Faculty. 
When students enter for the second and third terms, the 
card s are secured from the secretary o f the Faculty, the studies 
assigned by the P resident, the cards signed by the professors and 
returned to the Secretary, as before. 
10 AGRICUL'.l'URAL COLLiEGE OF UTAH. 
COURSES OF STUDY. 
1.- THE FIRST T"\.VO YEARS. 
"'-The fir s-t two years of all the four year courses (see next 
page) arc the same. 
The studie and training of these years have been laid out 
with care; and students are not permitted to vary from the course 
shown in the outline, except as herein provided. 
I.-Lady students in either course in Domestic Arts. take 
sewing and dressmaking in the freshman year, in the place of 
shop work in wood and iron, as indicated by the footnote on 
page 22. In the sophomore year, second term, lady students 
take lectures. on cooking and laboratory practice in cookin g in the 
place of trigonometry and electricity and magnetism; and in the 
<hird term, the science of nutrition, and laboratory practice in 
cooking instead of surveying and elementary mechanics. 
2.-In the several short courses, the studies of the first two 
years are varied far enongh to meet the requirements of thi s. class 
of students 
The studies of the first two years. are planned to meet the 
requirements of our most numerous class of students, the ma-
jority whom attend for two years or less after completing the 
stuc.1es of the di strict schools. These two years, as now planned 
in our schedule, provide as broad a culture in a general way, and 
as thorough a preparation for the special courses which follow, as 
we are at present able to offer. \i\Thatever college cours-e, profes-
sion, or occupation the student may afterwards undertake, the 
first tvvo years as planned represent the best preliminary training 
the College affords. W e cannot ass-ume, therefore, to vary the 
courses further than is indicated above, and students must pursue 
the studies, or as. many of them as they are able to pursue, as 
here laid down . 
The figures denote the number of recitations or the hours of 
laboratory practice per week. 
AGRICUL'l' URA L CO LLEGE OF UTAH. 11 
FRESHi\1 N YEAR. 
FIRST 'l'ERlii. SI·: COND TERlll. THIRD TERl\1. 
HIGHE!R ENG L I S H R H!ETORI ~ · LI'llElRAITURE . 5 
GRAMiMJAR. (In vention, Figures 
(Whitney's Essentials.) Speech a nd Forms 
P.LAN:El GEO'ME- or Composition.) 
TRY. 5 ALGEll3RA. 
of (Study of Masterpieces .) 
of ALGEBRA. • 5 
(To Quadratics, Went-
worth.) 
(Five books, W e n t -
worth.) 
ELEMElNTARY 
PHYSICS. 
(Elementary , Went-
wor th.) 
ElLEMElN'DA'RY 
PHYSICS. 3 
(Aver y's First Princi- (Experiments & R ecita-
ples <>f Natural Ph1l- tions .) 
oso•phy.) AJNCIElN1' HIS-
ANCC!iE'NT IDS- TORY. 
TORY. 2 (Rome.) 
(Eastern Nations and 
Greece. ) 
BOTAJNY. 3 
(Analysis of F lowers & 
Collection of Herbari-
um.) 
l\'LE'DIAEV AL HIS-
TORY. 2 
(European History 
the Middle Ages.) 
0 f 
AFTERXOON WORK. 
SHOPW.ORK. 10 SHOPIVO'RK. . 10 SHOPWORK. 
Joinery a nd Wood-turn- (Forgeworl< in Iron and Cabin et-makin g and 
ing.) S teel.) ·wood-carving. 
Declamations bi-weekly throughout the year. 
SO,PHOMORB YEAR. 
F I RS'!' TERlll. SECOND TERlll. THIRD 'I'ERlll. 
OH®M'I.STRY. OHElMISTRY. 3 OH!EMI S11RY. 
(Non-Metals; L ec tures (The Metals.) 
Illu str ated by Experi- RHETORIC. 
Metals---Ohemical Phil-
2 osophy. 
(Written Argumen-ts & SANITA'RY SCI-m en ts.) 
BOTAiNY. 2 D ebates.) ElNCE. 3 
(Buildings anJ;l. Foods in 
Relation to H eal th.) 
SURVEYING. 2 
(Measurement or Areas, 
Chain Surveys, a nd 
Ordinary Surveying.) 
& TRIGONOM'ETRY. (Composi tae, GI'&Sses 
Microscopic Work.) 
AJRGUMJDNT AJTIVEJ 
RH!E'I'ORIC 2 
(Princ'ipl es, Kinds, a nd 
Arrangem ent of Ar-
gument.) 
SOLID GEOME1'!RY. 3 
(Wentworth's .Solid & 
Sp'herical. ) 
HIGHER ALGE-
BRA. 2 
(Quaaratics & Seri es.) 
<W entworth's.) 
POLI'I'IOAL IDOO-
NOMY. 
(Lectures and T extbook 
R ecitations from Lav-
eleye's Poiilical Econ-
omY.) 
CIVIL GOVE!R.N-
MiElN"l'. 
MECHANICS. 5 
('Por·"'!J a11d .?:nt.l f Y and 
the Laws of Gases, 
Liquids, and Simple 
(Origi11 and Present "'Lt ·~b ;n <· ... • 
Forms o f City, Town- CIVIL GOV:EJRJN-
ship, County, and J'.'lJENT. 
Stato Governments .) (T'he National Constitu-
tion .) 
LABORATORY WORK-AFTERNOONS: 
CHElMICAL EX- QUA.LlTA'l'IVE MECHANICS OF 
PEJRIMEN TS. CHEMICAL AN- SOLIDS, LIQUIDS 
PHYSICAL MEAS- ALYSIS. AND GASES. 
UREJMENTS. 4 PHYSICAL SURVEYING. 
(Heat, Sound & Light.),\<ll:)ASURE1\U:NTS · 4 (Field Work.) 
(Elec tricitY and Mag-
net ism.) QUALITATIVE 
CHEMICAL AN- f 
ALYSIS. .--4-' 
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CO ' RSE 1.\f AGRICULTUR E. 
l rhe student of agriculture unceasingly deals with nature, and 
JS th~·eby b'rought into daily contact with life and the sciences 
n:l ating to life. In the management of soils and in the use of 
tools I e comes in contact with physical and mechanical laws, and 
in the markets, with commercial and political laws. Agriculture 
Lleals with more of the sciences than does any other industry; a 
thorough agricultural. education has become more nearly a lib-
eral education, than that necessary to any other industry or pro-
fession; and a well educated farme r is also liberally educated as a 
citi zen. 
In the course of instruction in agriculture, few studies are 
involved that are not essential to the most successful farmer. It 
may be tenned a course in the applied sciences. 
Heretofore agriculture has been without guiding laws. It 
is now rap idly becoming the most learned of the industries or 
pro fessions. The fascination of its Jiving forms and the certainty 
oi its laws may fairly be expected to attract the highest talent. It 
is one of the best fields for industrial enterprise and for the devel-
opment of the highest order o f intellectual and physical man-
hood. 
T he principal and most profitabl e industry of the valieys of 
U tah and adjacent States, for many years to come, will probably 
be that of farmin g . vVe therefore recommend to students gener-
ally the agri cu ltural course, which has been especially planned t?'-\ 
form practi cal, well-educated, and broad-minded agricultur · isty 
Stock Twenty-six feeding experiments with cattle, sheep, horses, and 
Ynr<l. hogs are in progress, some with highly bred aud model animals 
others with average sets. 1 
AGRICULT URe\ L C'O LLEGE OF UTAH. 
COURSE I:\ AG RICULTURE. 
FRE SIHL\ X n .; \ l t . 
SOl'HOJlORE Yl•: .\ l l. 
(See P>tgc 11.) 
(See l'a.ge 11.) 
FIRST T'ElRM. 
Agricultura l 
try. 
Horticul•ture. 
Lite rature. 
Psychology. 
Agriculture. 
German . 
Ch e m i.s-
3 
2 
3 
3 
a 
3 
J Ui\" IOU. 1: EAR. 
SECOND 'l' ElRM. 
Agri cu ltu r a\ C he rn. 
Ana tomy a nd 
ology , 
Zoology. 
Logic. 
Agricu l ture. 
German. 
P hys i-
4 
THIRD TEJRM. 
Horticulture. 
Physiology. 
Geoiogy. 
Agriculture. 
3 German. 
3 
3 
Laboratory Work (Afternoons.) 
Bacterio logy. 6 
Agricultur a 1 P r a c -
tice 
FIRST TERM. 
Dairy ing. 
E conomio Bot•any. 
German. 
V e t erinary Sc ien ce. 
Either 
Dairying. 
or 
Horticulture. 
or 
V e t erinary Sc ien ce. 
or 
Soc io logy. 
3 
3 
3 
2 
Anatomy. Anatomy. 
Horticu lture. 2 Agriculture. 
B low-pipe Analy·s is Field Work in Gaol-
a nd Lithology. ogy. 
SENIOR YEAR. 
SECOND TE·RIM. 
Agriculture. 
Entomology~ 
German. 
3 
3 
V e t er inary Scien ce. 4 
Advanced Economics 4 
Either 
Dairying, 
or 
Horticultu re . 
or 
V e t. Science. 
2 
THIRD TERM. 
Agriculture. 
Literature. 
Biology. 
German. 
Veterinary Sc ien ce. 
Ethics. 
E lective and 
Optiona l. 
Dairying. 
Horticulture. 
or 
V et. Scien ce. 
Laooratory W ork (Afternoons.) 
Ch eese-ma king 
(Mondays.) 
B utte r-ma king. 2 
Veterinary Science. 4 
Botany. 2 
E lective. 2 
Agric ult. Practice. 
Veterinary Sc ien ce. 
Elec ti ve. 
2 
4 
2 
Agricult. Practice. 
Veterinary Scien ce. 
Optional. 
13 
3 
5 
3 
3 
3 
2 
3 
2 
2 
4 
z '-' 
14 AGRJCUL1.'URAL COLLEGE O.F UTAH. 
---1 COURSE I N MECHANI CAL ENGINEERING. 
/"'---
The course in mechanical engineering aims to equip the stu-
dent with the special training in pure and applied mathematics 
that shall qualify him to deal with the engineering problems of 
his profession. He is made acquainted with engineering practice 
and thus g iven a proper groundwork for a professional career. 
A thorough course in physics supplements the training in 
pure and applied mathematics; the subjects of heat, steam en-
gine, steam boilers, electricity, etc., added to the two years of ele-
mentary physics, are thought to constitute a good scientific basis 
ior the study of engineering. 
The shopwork of the course includes carpentry, pattern-mak-
ing, forging, chippin g, filing and machine-tool work. 
The work in drawing comprises the solution of problems in-
\'Olving geometric principles and the principles of projection; 
sketches of machines and accurate drawings of them; shading, 
tinting and descriptive geometry. 
Eng·inc Au 8 x ro cylinder, a utomatic cut-otf, high speed engine drives 
Room. the machinery, and is used for experimental work in engineering. 
Each week a student is detailed to clean, oil, ruu and regulate the engine. 
...--- AGRICULTURAL COLL EGE OF U TAH . 
! COURSE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. '-----"'"' FRESH~IAN YEAR. (Se '! Page 11.) 
SOPHO~IORE YEAR. (Sec Page 11.) 
FIRST TIDRIM. 
Calculus. 
Li tera•t ure. 
German. 
D esc. Geo m etr y . 
Pattern-making 
JUNIOR YEAR. 
SECOND TIERM. 
H y drau lics. 
3 Calculu s . 
3 Germa n. 
5 
2 
3 
THIRD 'l'IDRM. 
E lemt. o·f M ech anis m 
Calculus. 
German. 
M e tallurgy of Iron 
and Steel. 
15 
Theory of. 
D esc. Geometry. 
Analyt ical G eometry. 5 
Me<!hanical Drawing. 5 M echanical Drawing . 6 
M echanical Drawing. 6 
Laboratory Work (Afternoons.) 
Patte rn-making. 10 M•achine Work in Machin e Work in 
Iron. 10 
SE·NIOR YEAR. 
Iron. 10 
FIRST TERM. 
Applied Mechanics. 
Steam Engine. 5 
Murrie. Engineering. 3 
German. 3 
SIDCOND 'l'E'R 'M. 
Powe r , Measur e m ent, 
a nd TransmisS>ion . 3 
M a chino D es ign. 2 
Municipal E ng ine r. 2 
German. 3 
Graphical Statics-
Roofs & Bridges. 
THIRD TERM. 
Mac'hina D esign. 
AJppli ecl E lectricity. 
Steam Boilers. 
German. 
5 
3 
Laboratory Work (Afternoons.) 
Drawing & E xperi-
m en t a l Work. 10 
Drawing & Experi-
m en tal Work. 10 
D rawing 
menta l 
& Experi-"-) 
Work~O 
Secti< n of Tool Roo1n. 
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_..../ 
COURSE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING. 
he in struction in this course extends over a period of fo ur 
years, and is designed to afford a traini1~g of a practical as well 
as theoretical nature to such students as are preparing to enter 
th e profession .of civil engineering T he course is also intended 
to qualify young men to fill other positions in life. 
In Westem An"!erica the design and construction of irrigation 
works, the need of competent managers and superintendents to 
operate them, and the supervision and control of .the pub lic 
waters, require men trained in body and theory and the practice of 
hydraulic engineering. · 
In the construction and operation of municipal works, 
trained specialists are rapidly taking positions; so that there is r ea-
son to hope that in the course of a few years the street supervisors, 
building and sanitary inspectors, water, s.ewer, and gas superin-
tend CI!1ts, and members of the boards of public works in Ameri-
can cities, Will be appointed solely on the basis of efficiency in 
their respective departments. 
For the reasons outlined, greater prominence has been g iven 
to . the studies included in hydraulic and .municipal engineering. -j 
Fieltl First cla£s instruments admit the opportunity for accurate, p rac-
'\Vorl<:. tical work in surveying, gaugin g, and other branches of civil 
ingineering. 
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COURSE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING. 
~ FitgS H iliA X Y E'AR. (See Page 11.) 
SOPIJO il lOU B Y E AR . (Sec Page 11.) 
FIRST TERJM. 
J l .H OR YEAR. 
SBCO ND TEtRM. THIRD TERM. Calcu lus. Ca!cullls. 5 Literature. 3 
Surveying. 
H ydraulics. 
Calculus. 
German. 
E lem ents of Meehan-
German. 3 
Desc. {ieometry. 2 
Mechanical Drawing. 5 
A nalytical Geometry. 5 
D esc. Geome try. 2 
ism. 
Materials 
eering. 
German. 
4 
of Engin-
5 
3 
Laboratory Work (Afternoons.) 
F ie ld Practice in En- Dra \Ying a nd D esign- Mech. Drawing. 2 
gin eering. ing. Hydt·ographic Survey -
FIRST TERM. 
Applie d Mechanics. 
German. 
Higher Surveying. 
Municipal Engineer-
SE lHOR YEAR. 
SEICO ND TERM. 
5 P ower, Measurement 
3 & Transmis•s ion. 
5 German. 
Municipa l Engineer-
ing. 3 ing. 
Irriga tion Engineer- Irrigat ion Engineer-
ing. ing. 
Graph ical Statics and 
R oofs & Bridges. 5 
ing and Field Prac-
tice. 
THIRD TEIRM. 
Geology. 5 
German. 3 
Roads & Pave ments. 5 
Applied Elec tricity. 5 
Laboratory Work (Afternoons.) 
Expe rimental vVork & Minera logy & Assay-
Engin eering and D e- ing. 
Th esis Work. 
signs. 
FARM IRRIGATIOr\ A i\D IRRIGATION ENGINEERING 
The College aims to make a specialty of these subjects. As 
early as the sub-Freshman year lectures on irrigation engineer/ 
ing are given to students in physical geography, in place of mUQti 
ether matter usually studied in that class. Drainage and irriga-
tion, as applied to farms and orchards, are treated at length in 
the course in agriculture. irrigation engineering extends over 
tvvo terms in the Civil Engineering course. The publications of 
the College on irrigation represent much original investigation 
of important problems, and the results are of great value to stu-
dents. Irrigation as a special course is open to those who desire 
to investigate this subject with practical ends in view; and it is 
likely that in the near future a four-year course in Irrigation Engi-
tteering may be offered. 
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COMMERCIAL COURSE. 
Four years ago, after mature reflection, a commercial course 
of two year s was placed in association with the other courses of 
the College. T hi& course offered a broader general education 
than is common in commercial courses. Last year a commercial 
course of four years was offered, making an entirely new depar-
ture in the history of commercial education in this country. This 
departure was based upon the succe&s of the two years' course 
and a desire to bring it into harmony with the aim of the institu-
tion. T his aim is a li beral and practical education for the indus-
trial classes-education fo r citizenship and for industrial life. N o 
other large indust rial class has a more direct and important rela-
tion to the material, social and p.olitical life of the nation, and 
it seems that if a general education should t e associated with 
technical education in agriculture, mechanic arts, civil engineer-
ing, and domestic arts, it certainly should be associated with the 
com mercial course. The success of the courses has exceeded 
expectation. This success is ascribed to the practi cal character 
of the techni cal work, and to the fact that associated with the in-
struction are oth er studies which give to the stud ent an enlarged 
view of his varied relations as a citizen of the state. The course is 
broad enough to prepare the student for teachin g . or for enter-
iilg upon the study of law. 
Commercial The bank is furnish ed with commercial desks, counters, 
Room. books, and commercial papers, affording opportunities to 
study banking from a practical standpoint. The same ralation exists 
between it and the students as between a bank and business men in 
actual life. 
FIRST 
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COMMERCIAL COURSE. 
FR.ESHlii AN YEIAR. 
S OPHOliiORE YEArt. 
J UNIOR 
(S"e P aga 11.) 
(See .!:'age 11.) 
YEAH.. 
'PERM. SECOND T\ER:.\\1. THERD TERM. 
C ommerci'a l Arithme- Scien ce of Bookkeep- Typ ewruting (Op-
m e tic. 
Lite rature. 
P syc'hol ogy. 
Germ a n. 
Soc io logy. 
Penmanship. 
T ypewriting. 
F'IRS'l' TERM. 
Commercia l L aw. 
German. 
Stenography. 
Hi st. of Commerce. 
5 in g . 4 tiona!) 
3 Anatomy and Physio- Physiology. 
3 logy. 4 E t hi cs. 
3 Logic. 3 Geology. 
2 Typewriqng (Option- German. 
a !) or Zoology. 
German. 3 
Afternoon Exercises. 
4 Mineralogy. 6 Geology. 
2 Anatom>' · Anatomy. 
SENIOR YEAR. 
SJDCOND 'l"EiRil\II. THIRD 
4 Commercial L aw. 4 Commercial 
3 Ge rman. 3 German . 
Ste nog ra phy. 4 Stenography . 
Advanced Politica l Literature. 
E conomy. 2 
Business E conomics . 3 
TIERl\II. 
Law. 
19 
5 
3 
2 
5 
3 
• 
3 
4 
Practical work in bookkeeping, banking, freighting, msur-
ance, P.tc. 
T)'tlewritin g nnd Stenog:r.ntllly . 
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COURSE IN DOMESTIC ARTS. 
1 he course for young women is in general the same as for 
young men .n the four years' course in agriculture, except in the 
hours devoted to shop, farm, or horticultural work. In the place of 
these there are special studies adapted to woman's work. 
The value and necessity of special training in household 
economy are too well known to require explanation. 
It will be seen that special attention is given to those 
bran ches of study in which young women require proficiency, and 
to those studies which tend to adorn life in the sphere in which 
they move. 
If the place g iven to horticulture, floriculture, and econom.ic 
botany, should require explanation, it may be sufficient to say 
that this line of work has a fasc ination for all classes, and every-
where claims the admiration and almost ~h e affection of every 
person o f true refinement. I-Iousehold plauts and the farm and 
village garden are always obj ects of interest and of importance to 
women, and often the so urce of physical health, inducin g, as they 
do, exercise in the open air. T his does not necessitate the added 
drudgery of phvsical work in the garden any further than pleas-
ure may dictate. A special cla ss is taught in floriculture, especi-
ally as adapted to window gat dening; in the preparation of so il , 
and in th e g rowth of vegetables and small fruits. 
Exercises in the application o f the knowledge acquired in the 
lecture room are a regular feature of the work. Lectures on 
chemistry are succeeded by ·cooking . (Sophomore year, page 22 
T he cooking exercises are accompanied by practice in table-set-
ting. table-waitin g, and presiding at the table as hostess. 
A term's work is g iven to th e study of foods, with reference 
teo their special effects on the human system in both health and 
di sease; and about twenty-four lessons on cooking for the sick 
are offered in the last term. 
In dressmaking (Freshman year, page 22) gowns are cut 
ou t, basted, fitted, cit-aped, trimmed and entirely finished by the 
student. Regular practice is given in the care of th e machine, 
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and its mechanism is illu ~ trated. The students furni sh materials 
and _Dlake th eir own clothing. 
In dairying very decided a ttention is given to this most im-
portant field of work, over whi ch wumall! has general charge. 
Fortunately, the more exact ing work of the dairy now falls to 
other hands, but th e necessity remains for mastery by women of 
the philosophy of dairying. 
A special course of lectures on hygiene is given to the young 
women o f this course. 
A term in geometrical drawing and a term in advanced draw-
ing have been included, in order that those students who have a 
taste for these accomplishments may acquire them. 
A term in aesthetics, the science of taste and beauty, and a 
term of ethics, have been added to this course, in the belief that 
th ese studi es wi ll g ive culture and refinement, bes ides furnishing 
wholesome mental disciplin e in the analysis of philosophic theo-
ri es and systems of thought. 
Se..vhos· S ewing m achin es, tables, and models for cutting a nd fitting are 
Room. supplied free to the student for regular daily instruction in 
dressmaking , fancy work, millinery, etc. 
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COURSE IN DOME. TIC ARTS. 
FIRST 'l'IDRi\1. 
Higher En g l ish Gram-
m ar. 5 
.Plane Geometry. o 
M il itary Drill & Phy-
si caJ..~Cu l ture .. 
3 
2 
FRESH MAN YEAR. 
SEJCON D T ERM. 
Rhe tori c . 5 
A lg ebra. 5 
Mi l ita r y Dri ll & P hy -
s ical C ui ture. 
Mediaeva l Hi sto ry . 2 
E lem en t . P h ys ics . 3 
THIRD 'l'EH.M . 
Li ter a ture. 
Algebra. 5 
Military Dr ill & P h y-
sica l Culture. 
Bota ny. 
Mediaeva l His to r y. E lem ent. P h ysrcs . 
Anc ient His tory . 
LcuJoratory \ iV orl~ (Afternoons.) 
L a u ndry & Se wing-. 5 Se wing. 5 Dressmaki ng. 
D eclamations bi-weekly throughout the year. 
SOPHOl\lORID YEAR. 
FIRST 'l'ERM. SECOND TfEH l\1. 'l'HIRD T E R:vl . 
Chemis try . 3 Ch emis try . Ch emistry. 3 
B o tany. 2 Rh et or ic . 2 F loricu l ture. 2 
Argume n tative R he t- Lectures on Cook ing . 4 Sc i. ot Nutri t ion. 4 
oric. 2 P oli t ica l Econo my. j Sanitary S<Yience. 3 
Geom etry . 3 Civ il Govern men t. l CiV Il G ov e rnm t- nt :! 
Modern Histor-y . 3 
Higher Algebra. z 
Laboratory \ iV ork (Afternoons.) 
Physic. Mea ·sur' m ' t 's. 4 Ch emi cal A na lys is . 6 P rac•ti ca in Cooking . 
(Heat, So'llnd & Light. ) Prac. in Cook in g . 4 Ch e mical Analy si s. 
Chemis try . 4 
FIRST TE<R~I. 
JUNIOR YEAR. 
SEC OND T EJRM. THIRD TERM. 
4 Ana tomy & Ph ysio-Hor·ticul ture. 
Liter ature. 
2 P h ysiolog;r . 
3 D es igning, Cutting & log~ 3 
P sch yco logy. . 3 F'itting. ti Geo logy. 5 
G eomet rical braw. 
Germa n. 
5 Logic. 3 Mi lli n e ry. 2 
3 Zoo log y. 2 Ge rman. 3 
Germa n . 3 H ygien e. 4 
Laboratory 'vVork 
6 Ana tom y: 
(Afternoons.) 
2 A na tom y . B ac t eriology . 
Fruit Work. 4 l\1in e ra logy & Li t ho!- Geo logy. 
FIRST TERM. 
Dairying. 3 
A esthe tics. 3 
Household ~1anag&­
m ent. 4 
3 
ogy. 
SENIOH. YEAR . . 
SECOND 'DEIRM. 
6 
3 
2 
~ 
F'ancy Work. 
Ento mo logy. 
G erma n . 
Advanced 
Advan ced 
Eith er 
Cooking. 2 
Econ01ni cs . 2 German . 
Either 
Dra wing . 2 Dairy ing . 
o r 
E cono mi c-
or 
Soc iol"ogy. 
Botan y . 
or 
Dra wing. 
o r 
2 H orti c l t ure. 
THIRD TERM. 
Eth ics. 
L iteratu re. 
German. 
Biology. 
and 
Dairying. 
or 
Astronom y . 
· Laboratory Work (Afternoons.) 
('Ma n- H orti cult. Prac t ice. 4 Hoticul. Practi ce. Cheesem a kin g 
days.) 
B u term a kin g . 
E con omic Botan y . 
Elec ti ve. 5 Electi ve. 
2 
5 
3 
2 
3 
5 
Th e first twn years or th e ladi es ' course are tbe sam e as. the first 1" o years 
of all tb e other courses with th e exeptic.in s he re not er\: 
Lady students in Domestic Arts take sewing and dress-
making in th e place of shopwork. 
Lady students in Domestic A rts take lectures on cook-
ing 4, in place of tri gonometry; laboratory practice in ·cooking 
4, in place o f electricity and magnetism; science of nutrition 2, 
in place of .mechanics and surveying; and practice in cooking 4, 
m place of fi eld work in surveying. 
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COURSE 1\ ELECTIVE SCIENCE. 
Tt1is course is believed to be especially adapted to the need 
of those preparing- to study medicine or pharmacy, or to take 
h1g-her technolog-ical training abroad. It will also be an excep-
tional preparation for those who expect to engage in teaching, 
especially in the teaching of the natural and physical sciences. 
The student will select either biology or chemistry, or phy-
sics, and will take all the subjects specified under the subject so 
elected. He must then select, from the other College courses, 
subject to the approval of the head of the departn nt, enough sub-
jects to complete his course. 
FRESHlUAN YEAR. (See Page 11.) 
SOl'HOJUORE YEAR. (See Page 11.) 
JUNIOR A\D SENIOR YEARS. 
Either biology, or physics, or chemistry, as follows 
lllOLOGY. 
Anatomy & Physiology.Two 'l'erms. General Biology .. . . . .. Three Terms. 
Bacteriology . . ........ ... . . One Term. Zooiogy, advanced ...... . . One T erm. 
Entomology . . .............. One Term. Anthropo logy ..... . ....... : One 'I erm. 
-English Ll terature . . . ... Two T erms._ Gerrr,i:n.. .... ... . . . . ...... Six T erms. 
Sociology ................ ... One Term. 
OHElUIS'l'RY. 
Agric uH. Chemistry . .. . Two Terms. Organic Chen1istry ..... . Two Terms. 
Gen . Analyt. Chem ... Three Tet·ms. German .................... Six T e rms. 
EngliS!h . . .. ..... . . . ... ... . 'l'wo T erms. Mineralogy .. : ... . ........ One 'l'erm. 
Geo logy ........ . .... .. . ... . One T erm. 
PHYSICS. 
Advanced Physics ..... ... Six Terms. Heat . ............... . ....... One Term. 
Electricity ............ . .. Two Terms. Strength of Materials. Two Terms. 
Geology ............... . .... One T erm. Analytical Geometry . .. Two Terms. 
D escriptive Geometry .. Two T e rms. Calculus .... .. ..... .. ... Three Terms. 
Get·man . .. . ................ Six T e rms. English Literature ...... Two T erms. 
The additional electives are to be chosen subject to the ap-
proval of the professor in charge of the department in which the 
major work has been chosen. "-
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OUTL1. \E OF COURSES AND A NALYSIS OF SUB-
JECTS. 
The work of the College may be classified under the follow-
ing departments of instruction: 
Agriculture, Biology, Botany, Chemistry, Civil Engineering, 
Commercial Branches, Dairying, Domestic Arts, Drawing, Eng- . 
!ish, German, Geology and Mineralogy, History, Horticulture 
and Entomology, Irrigation Engineering, Mathematics, Mechan-
ic Arts, Mechanical Engineering, Military Science and Tactics, 
Oratory and D eclamations, Physical Culture, Physics, Philoso-
phy, Political Science and Sociology, Sewing, and Veterinary 
Science. 
AGRICULTU RE. 
Px·ofessors Fischer ntHl ~[ills. 
Three exercises a week for two years are given to technical 
instruction in ag-riculture. Few works on agriculture are adapted 
for use as text books and the greater part of the instruction is 
given by lectures and . field exercises. The lectures are based on 
the works of standard writers, supplemented by the results ob-
tained at the different experiment stations in this and oth er coun-
tries. 
The wot·k includes the following subjects: 
HIS'l'ORx OF AGRJ C UL'l'U H.E A general outlin e of 
agricultural development in th e older countries from which we 
derived our practices; the introduction o f rnachinery, with special 
reference to its development in this countrv. 
FARI\1 FENCES AND BUILDINGS: A descdption of 
th e different kinds of fences and materials, with the advantages 
and disadvantages of each; the best methods of gate-making and 
the settin g and bracing of posts; preservation of posts and the 
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prevention of rot in timbers; the location, plans, and necessary 
features of farm buildings. The student is required to draw 
plans and elevations of a farm house, barn, piggery, and sheep 
pen, which are criticis.ed by the class and then drawn in ink 
and preserved for future use. 
Books of Reference: Convenient houses with 
fifty p lans for the housekeeper-Gibson ; barn plans and out-
buildings, stables and outbuildings-Bicknell; barn huildings-
Sanders. 
Jun. _t\..g;. I , 3. 
/" 
ABBREVIAT·IONS: 
\ Tt1e following abbreviations are used: A g. Agriculture (course 
in); D. A., Domestic A rts; M. E., Mechanical Engineering; Civ. 
E., C1v11 Engineering; Com., Comti-Iercial ; E l. Sc., E lective Sci-
ence; Fresh. F reshman; Soph. , Sophomore; Jun., Junior; Sen. 
Senior; I, II, III, fi rst, second and third terms; 2, 3, 5, etc. , de-
note the 'number of recitations or the hours of laboratory practice 
per week. 
A l\lo<lel is connected with th e department of agriculture. It contains a 
Burn silo, a root cellar, an engine room , quarters for swine, for sheep, 
for cattle, for horses, for bay and other coarse fodder; for g rain, for tools and 
for horticultural uses. 
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FARiu l'IIAGHINERY: The general mechanical princi-
ples involved in machines and the laws that govern machines, 
with thei r special applicatio n to agricultural machinery; the vari-
ation of draft in the same and in different machines and farm im-
plements illustrated by the use of the dynamometer in the field. 
Books of Reference: Farm Implements and Farm lVIa-
chinery, Thomas; Bulletins Nos. 2, 4, 6 and 7 of the U tah Ex-
periment Station, and Bulletins Nos. 32 and 4 of the Missouri 
Station. 
Jun. A.g ·. I, :-; . 
F ·ARlU IRRIGA'r'ION: . T he histo ty of irrigation and the 
development of different systems of irrigation in the older coun-
tries, with the general development and best applications under 
local conditions: acquisition of "water rights" and the relation of 
the "stocknolder" to th e '·company;" amount of water to use for 
the different crops, and different methods of applying water. 
Books of Reference: Irrigation in Egypt, Barios; Irriga-
tion Development and Irrigation in Southern California, Hall: 
Jrrigation for Farm, Garden and Orchard, Stewart. 
D R AINAGE1: The benefits of drainage, the soils that need 
drainage, with special reference to the dminage and reclamation · 
of alkali so ils; the layin g out of a proper system of drains, with 
the material used. 
Books o f Reference: Drainage for Profit and Health, Vvar-
!ng; Farri1 Drainage, French; Land Drainage, K lippatt. 
J u n . Ag. II, 3 for the two cout·scs. 
FARM CROPS: The hi~tory, uses, composition, produc-
tion, and adaptability of different crops t o}ocal conditions; the 
crops best suited for different rotations, and the grasses best 
suited for meadows and pastures, with the common noxious 
weeds, are especially dwelt on. 
soiLS AND FER'l'ILIZEns : Waste by Fermentation; 
the- leaching and loss of nitrogen; preservation; manure of differ-
ent animals and from different feeding stuffs; green manuring; 
methods and rate of applying. The origin, formation, 
improvement and general cultivation of soils; special attention is 
paid to the improvement of soils by irrigation, drainage, cultiva-
tion, rotation, and fertilizers, and the effects that each has on the 
physical properties of the soil, following the work of Professors 
Vi' hitney, K ing and Hil gard . 
Books of Reference. Sorghum, Coll ier; Grasses of North 
I 
' 
' 
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A merica, Beal; \Vhcat Culture, Curtis; Plant Life of the Farm, 
Maste rs. 
Reference Books: Rocks and Soil s, Stockbridge; Soil s of 
the Farm, Scott and Morton; Clay Lands and Loamy Soils, Don-
a ldson ; How CrC·[)S Feed, J ohnson; Some Physical P roperties 
of Soils in Thei r Relation to Moisture and Crop Distribution, 
\Nhitney. 
Jun. Ag·. III, :J . 
s·rocH: FEEDD'G. Co mposition of the animal body ; 
the processes of digestion and absorption; the part! that each 
food takes in replacing the \vastes of the body or in producing 
heat or power or in laying' on fat. 
Books of Reference: A Treatise on Man ures, Griffiths; 
~1anures and Manuring, Aikman; Talks on Manures, Harris. 
F 'E'EUING s·ruFFS: Composition, digestibility, palateableness, 
and general characteri stics of hay anc1 other fodders and the dif-
ferent grains. 
Jun . Ag;. 111; :~. 
FEEDING FOR SPEOIAL PliRl'OSES . N utrients; 
feeding standards; calculation of proper rations; fuel value of 
foods and rations; maintenance rations and excess food; the feed-
ing of work animals with the discussion of the source of power; 
feeding for meat production in beef, mutton and pork ; feeding 
for fat or fo r lean meat, with the influence of the different foods 
on the carcass and the vital organs, and in regard to the health 
of the animal. 
Books of Reference: 
of Cattle Feeding, Armsby. 
Sen. Ag·. Elective: 
Feeding Animals, Stewart; Manual 
Aside from the books of reference g iven under the different 
headings there are many works on general agriculture as well as 
the bulletins and reports of the experiment stations of the differ-
ent States and Territori es, the publications of the deparment at 
I.'Vashington, with many others from Canada ·and other countries. 
Ad ded to these is a: list of al::out one hundred of the best farm 
journals of thi s and other countries, all of which are available to 
the students. A ll o f the work detailed under agriculture is re-
quired of students m eithe r th e short or the long course in agri-
culture. 
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DAIRYI NG. 
P1•oJ'essor LinHe14l. 
Instruction in this subj ect is g iven by lectures supplement-
eel by practical work in the dairy, three times a week during the 
fall and twi ce a week during, the winter and spring term s. 
JUILK 'I'E-STING: The elaboration, compcs1tton, and 
fe rmentation of milk ; the cheapest and most accurate method of 
testing, with practical applications. 
DU'IYJ."ERliiAIUNG: The creaming of milk by different 
methods; the handlin g of crea m; churnin g; working and packing 
hutter for market. 
CHEESE~IAIUNG: Both lac tory and farm dairy meth-
ods of manufacture are dealt with; how to make a uniform pro-
duct and to deal with practical difficulties. 
lUi II< Milk is one of the most complex and unstable of compounds 
'I'e s ting. presenting in its man agem en t di fficul t and interestiug prob-
l em s. These receive practical investigation in well-supplied laboratories. 
I 
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In the dairy laboratory, butter and cheeserooms, the lessons 
of the class room are put in practice by the students. 
Books of Reference: Gurler's American Dairying; Deck-
er's Cheddar Cheesemaking; Schoen man's Mi lk Testing; Groten-
felt's Principles of l'.1odern Dairy Practice; Russell's Dairy Bac-
teriology. 
Dairying i.s required of all Senior students in both long and 
short courses in agriculture an-d domestic atis. 
Seu. D . . A .. , and Ag·. I , 3. 
PRACT'I C'AL '\VORR: Cheesemaking each Monday, and 
buttermaking and milk testing two afternoons of the week 
. through out the year. 
The occupies five rooms covering a space of 36x8o feet, and is equipped 
Dniry with mod ern convenie nces for the production of the best grades of 
butter and cheese. H ere students apply in practice the theories lea rned iu 
the classroom. 
ANIJ\IAL H USBANDl<.Y. 
Professor Linfiel£1. 
Lectures and the practical hand ling of the different breeds 
of livestock ; the history and description of the various b reeds of 
horses, cattle, sheep. swine, and poultry and their management, 
and the science and practice of breeding. 
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HlS 'l'OilY A N D DE SCRIP'!' ION of the different breeds 
o f live stock , their orig in and development into the speciali zed 
animals of today; effects of soil, climate, and management on the 
animals. 
DREEDING: The laws of reproduction; hereclit y; re-
version ; correlation; variation ; fecundity; in-and-in b reeding·; 
cross breeding; selection ; period of gestati on, and pedigree. 
References : Curtis' Breeds of D omestic Animals; Sanders' 
.Breeds of J.....lVestock; Coburn, Swine Husbandry; Stewart, Shep-
herd's Manual ; Randall's Practical Shepherd; Stonehenge, The 
B orse in the Stable and F ield ; Miles, Stock Breeding; Sanders, 
Horse Breeding; \ iV arfield, Cattle .B reeding. 
PRAC'l'I CAL ·wonK: T wo hours a week for the second 
half of the fall term, and four hours a week for the spring term 
nf the Senior year. 
BIOLOGY. 
Professor Dre"\ver. 
nxoLoGY: The course of lectures on General Biology 
and the accompanying laboratory work will cover the usual range 
of topics. T he difference between living and dead matter will be 
'l'he Diolog·iCl<l is well supplied with microscopes and other apparatus 
Lnbot·utor1 for research according to approved modern methods. 
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reviewed, and each subject as protoplasm, cell s, tissues and organs 
will be considered as an introch tio n to specialized work. Types 
of the lower vegetable kingdom (not included in the botanical 
course) and selections from the in vertebrate and vertebrate divi-
sions of animal life will be taken for illustration and for examina-
tion in the laboratory. 
Sen. Ag. III, 2 
z o o L o G Y · A comparative review of the various fun c-
tions concerned in animal li fe and their app1icat:ility to the en-
vironments of the different classes of animals; the classification 
of the animal kingdom, and the morphology and the attributes 
of its different members ; the distribution of animals according to 
place and time; their present location and their primeval forms. 
Jun. Ag·. and Com. II, 2. 
FUNGOLOGY AND PRO TOPHY'l'OLOGY: So much 
of these subjects as relates to the moulds, ferments, etc., which 
are important factors in human and animal life, will be treated 
of in lectures and illustrated in the laboratory. Algae, diatoms, 
dcsmids, etc., will also be discussed and illustrated. 
Jun. II, 2, EI. Sc. 
ANT H R o PoLo G Y • A short course will be included, in 
continuation of the general course, discussing the different types 
of the human race, existent at the present time in the various 
countries of the world ; their relations, origin, and tribal differ-
ences; their dwellings and their implements. 
Jun. or Sen. EI. Sc. 
n AcT m RIoLo G Y • This special branch of science, which 
has, during the last decade, made great strides, and which is so 
intimately connected wit11 di seases affecting both man and ani-
mals, will occupy a full course of lectures and also receive ade-
quate laboratory exemplifications. Research work in the germ 
causatives of disease, especially of animals, will be made in con-
nection with the experiment station and students will be famil-
iarized with the processes used in bacteriology, such as the pre-
paration of culture media, the culture and separation of germs, 
stainin g and mounting specin1ens of various bacteria, making · 
sections of tissue, etc, and general microscopical work. 
The laboratory contains a full set of apparatus for the work 
of investigation, similar to that used in the laboratories of Pro-
fessor Koch in Berlin, and of Professor Pasteur in Paris. Mic-
roscopes, microtomes, and the general accessories of laboratory 
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investigation will a lso be used by the students. It is intended that 
the courses shall be so directed as to be of pra1~;cal value after 
the College curriculum has been completed. 
UJtcte1•iolog:y. 
Jnn. Ag. Cou1.. antl El. Sc., 1, G 
Cultivation of baci lli and their exam in a tion a nd identifica-
tion under the microscope make part of the work of this 
department. 
SANITARY soiENCE : A course of lectur~ ·on the gen-
eral principles of San itary Science as applied to the selection of 
sites fo r homes and the erection of th e house; ventilation and 
lwating; water supply and it~ uncontaminated preservation ; re-
Jnoval of refuse and waste; food, its us.es and abuses; adultera-
tions of foods, their detection and general hygienic subj ects. 
SOIJlt. Ill, 3. 
BOTANY. 
Professor Fischer. 
E L E ill E N'l' AnY noT AN Y : Analaysis of at least forty 
. spring flowers; the preparation· of a herbarium, and the drawing 
of . one complete specimen-foliage, flowers and fruit. Botany 
commences in third term Freshman in all courses. The student 
will become familiaJ· with the structure of plants and lay a founda-
tion for more advanced work in botany in the fall term Sopho-
more. 
Fresh. III, 3. 
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Ph~· s icnl C ultui"C· 
LADll::S' JllLl' I'ARY OllGA,\"lZA'l'lON Captain Lucy Men II. First Lieutenan t "\Vinnie Smith . Second Lieutenant Libbie Rich. 
First Sergean t Minni ~o: Sm ith. Second Sergeant Agnes P lkin. Third Ser g eant Phoebe J;~ ii a•on. First Corpora l L etti e P eterson . 
Second Corporal J enn ie liubbard. Third Corpora l M<J.ud Smi th. Fourth Corpora l Nora Pug!nire. 
Phyeical Exercises for ygun;; vV"men are Sy~tematically Conducted, in the D epartment o! ?hy~c.U Cultur•. 
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An vAN o E n n o TAN Y' : The composite, grasses, and 
cryptograms; microscopic dissections exhibiting the minute struc-
ture of plants; lectures on the physiology of plant life. 
Soph. 1, 2. 
E c o No 111 I c n o '1' A NY : Microscopic investigation of 
rust, smut, and mould, with methods of exterminating the injuri-
ous species. Food plants-their origin and\ uses. Methods of 
exterminating noxious weeds. 
Jun. Ag. I, 2 . 
B 0 TANIO A L LAD 0 RAT 0 R Y : Work with the COm-
pound microscope-simple objects, the cell and its contents-
starch, protoplasm, etc.,-with special attention to the structure 
aud life of the lower cryptograms. 
Sen. Ag. I , 4. 
Green .House und Dissecting· Roon1. 
CHEMISTRY. 
Profe~sor "\Vhltsoe. 
ELE!IlENTARY PRACTICAL C'HEMIST'RY. This COUrSe sup-
plements course I and furnishes the necessary practical prepara-
tion for qualitative analysis. The non-metallic elements, mainly, 
are studied with reference to their combinations with each other; 
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their reactions are determined and verified, and the facts and the-
ories o f th e lecture roo m are tested by experiments. This course 
can o t11y be taken in connection wi th course r. 
'.r h e C hen• icnl 
Lu.bor~ttory 
f'Ixty stud e nts . 
SOI>h. ), G. 
is large and .well lig i.Jted and ventilated, fitted witi.J 
hoods, gas, water, an d individ ual tables to accomodate 
Q U ALl'I'A't' lVE ANAT.YSI S . This course runs parallel with 
and supplements th e descriptive study of the metals and their 
compounds. U nder th e direction o f the instructors in chemistry 
rhe students app ly with their own hands the reagents necessary 
to dete rmine the composition and properties of chemical com-
pound s. T hey thus gain a practi cal knovvledge o f the methods 
of chem ical analysis and manipulation. Each studen t is required 
to analyze and repOt-t on forty unknown substances. Thi s work 
is deemed extremely important from an educational as well as 
fro m a practi cal po in t of view 
Sut>h. H , (1. 
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AGRICULTURAL CHF." Js'l'RY. A serie·s of lectures treating 
of the chemical problems of agri culture; composition of p lants; 
sources of p lant food; man ures, general and special; , chemistry 
of an imal nu trition: so il s and dairy products. Students who are 
interested in thi s subj ect will be permitted to take laboratory 
work in connection with the lectures. 
Jnn. Ag·. I , 3, H, ll. 
C Jnss R .o ont ju c ·h elni s try. 
Note: Each student taking a laboratory course in chemis-
try is required to deposit $3 for the first term, and $I for each 
succeed ing term to pay for chemicals and to cover breakage, etc. 
ORGANIC CHE~IISTRY: This course is planned for stu-
dents who intend to fit themselves for professional work in chem-
istry. It consists of a brief survey of the reactions and compounds 
of the fatty and aromatic series of hydrocarbons and their deriva-
tives; together with a full discussion of the nature and influence of 
molecular structure. In the laboratory the student makes a num-
ber of organic preparations which in their formation invo lve the 
methods of oxidation, reduction , substitution and synthesis . 
. Jnn. or Sen . El. Sc. I , II, 2 .. 
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C hernic nl Lnborutor y No. 2. 
JUinernlog·icnl The room for blow-pipe analysis and wet and dry de" 
Laboratoo·y. erminations of minerals is supplied with gas and hydrant-
water, a nd with all ::.ecissary reagents a nd apparatus for assaying and prac-
ti cal min eralogy. 
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GEOLOGY A~~D MI JERALOGY. 
Professor ."' Ou.i ne untl "\oVitltsoe. 
lUINERALOGY AND ASSA YING. A systematic study of the 
important mineral species according to Dana's classification. 
Much practice is given in blow-pipe analysis and Determinative 
Mineralogy, and in connection with thes former are taught the 
simple methods of dry assaying. To those especially interested 
in the subj ect opportunities are given for practice in all methods 
cf dry and wet assaying. 
Jun. Ag. and Sen. Civil Eng. 11, G. 
GEOLOGY AND LITHOLOGY. A COUrse in general and econ-
omic geology in which particular attention is given to D ynamical 
and Structural Geology. Along with the occurrence of rocks is 
studied also their mineralogical composition. The instruction is 
based on a text-book supplemented with lectures. Weekly ex-
cnrsions give practice in geological field work and material for 
reports. 
Jun. or Sen. 111. 
Assaying Regular practice in Assaying for Gold, Silver, Lea d and Cop. 
RooJD. per, is included in Mineralogy. Last season about one hun-
dred assays of native ores were made. A large brick furnace for use in . 
metallurgy is in course of construction. 
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CIVIL E NGL EERI NG. 
Professor Fortier. 
HYDRAUrA c s. The fundamental laws governing the equil-
Ibrium of fluids ; the fl o·w through orifices and pipes, over weirs 
<tnd in open channels; the measu rement of water; th e action of 
vvater upon vanes, water-wheels and pumping engines. 
T ext Hook : Nlerriman's Hydraulics. 
Jun. Civ. nntl. l\.1. E, II, 5. 
IIlRIGA'l'ION ENGINEERING . The location, grades, cross-
sections, etc., of canals ; th e design and construction of flumes, 
head-gates, diversion weirs and dams; pipe irrigation and in-
verted siphons ; rainfall, evaporation and seepage; methods of ir-
rigation ; duty of water ; windmills, artesian wells, etc. 
'l'ex t Books: ·wilson's Mamial o f Irrigation and other works 
C•f reference. 
Sen. Civ. E , I, 2. 
ELEJ\rmN'I'An.v sun.vEY I NG. T he adj ustment of instru-
ments, the location of railways, pipe lines and canals, city, min-
ing, and hydraulic surve)ring. F ield practice in the afternoons of 
th e first and third terms. 
Text Book : Johnson 's Surveying. 
HIGHER sun.vEYii\"G. :\leasuring base lines, triangulatio n, 
practi cal astronomy, the determinatiot1 of the meridian, tim e, 
latitude, long itude, etc. 
Text Books: Johnson's Surveying; Merriman's Geodesy. 
Sen . C iv. ·E, I, r;. 
APPLJEO 1\lE'iHANICS. Shearing force and bend in g mo-
tnent ; eq uilibrium of beams, fati g ue o f metals, energy, impact, 
centrifugal force; fri ction ; strength of cylindrical toilers and 
pipes ; torsional strength of shafts; column fo rmulae. 
Text Hoole Bovey's Th eories of Structures. 
Sen . C tv. nncl )1. E .. I, :;:, 
GRAPHICAL S'I'A'I'rcs . The analyti cal and g raph ical meth-
ods of cletcm1in ing stresses in framed structures and the clesig·n 
and proper proportioning of bridges, flumes, head-gates, clams, 
retaining wall s, trestl es, roo fs, arches. 
Sen. Ci.Y. 1~1. II , 4 -. 
J\IA'I'ERIALS OF EN(;rNr<;ER rNG. Daily lectures th rougho ut 
the last term to supplement the practical knowledge ob tain ed in 
th e carpentry, bl~cksmith, fou ndry, and machine shops, by notes 
on stone, b ri ck, lim e, cement. iron, steel, and alloys. 
Jun. Civ. E, Ill. ~. 
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ROADs AND PAVE'MI]; J\''rs . Country roads and highways, 
their location, construction and maintenance; the paving of city 
~treets and sidewalks; the materials used and mode of construc-
tion. 
Text Book : Bryne's Highway Construction. 
Sen. Civ. E, III, "'· 
ROOF S AND- DRIDG ES. T he application of the study of ap-
plied mechanics to roofs and bridges; dead and life loads; lat-
eral truss systems; pin connected structures; rivets J.nd riveting-; 
marketable forms of iron and steel and their application in the 
design of roo fs and bridges. 
Text Book: J ohtYso n's Theory and Practic~ of Mode rn 
Framed Structures. 
Sen. C'iv. E, nr, 4 . 
liiUNICIPAL ENGINKF:ll.ING. E mbraces water-works systems; 
ga" and electric lig hting; rapid transit and sewerage. 
Sen.. Oi"' · uJHl 1\'J. E , I, 5. 
S arutth.•s ut: lr.·ou \ V ot•l..: . 
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SU!\HIEU. REPOn.T. Each student upon entering the senior 
year in civil engineering is required to present a report prepared 
by himself during the summer vacation on some structural work 
connected with the professio:J 
COMMERCIAL BRANCHES. 
Professor Shet>ar<l . 
Pn.AC'l'ICAL noon:n:EEPING. The student obtams some cap-
ital, rents a place of business, deposits his money in the ban :k 
transacts all kinds of business, thereby bringing into daily use 
such business forms as notes, drafts, checks, bill heads, state-
ments, shipping invoices, account sales, receipts, deposit slips, 
certificates of deposit, mortgages, deeds, leases, insurance poli-
cies, !::ills of exchange, bills of sale. He is keeping books accord-
ing to the shortest and ·most approved methods in various kinds 
I 
of business, such as general merchandise, grocery, dry goods, 
clothing, coal, lumber, furniture, drug, jobbing, commission and 
shipping, brokerage, real estate, and for joint stock companies 
and corporations. Various business relations are entered into in 
the formation of agencies, partnerships, ioint stock companies 
and corporations. 
Sen. Coin. I, II, III, 10. 
HIS'I'ORY OF COi\llUERCE· AND CO lUi\IEilCIAL GEOGU.AI•HY. 
Recitations and lectures. The student will make a careful study 
of the principal countries of the world from. which such staple 
articles of commerce as food, textile and mineral substances, 
metals and manufactured products are obtained. He will note 
the kinds and amount of such products from those countries, and 
the dependence of each upon every other for the necessaries and 
luxuries of life; how markets are created and controlled; how 
waterways and railways afford a, ready means. of transportation 
and influence trade; and how the improved mail, postal, tele-
phone and telegraph services facilitate the interchange of tl~ought 
and also influence trade. Statistics will be gathered showing the 
magnitude of the world's production. Practical commercial prob-
lems of the dav will be discussed in class. 
Sen. Cont . f. 0. 
r 
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colltlUEROI A L LA'W . A &tudy of the customs and the law of 
the nature, formation, operation, interpretation, and discharge of 
contract; including domesti c relations, agency, partnership, cor-
poration, bills, notes and checks, purchase and sale of personal 
property, guaranty or suretyship, limitation of the time to sue, 
commission merchants and brokers, agreements for personal ser-
vices, bailments, insurance, telegraphic communication, patents, 
copyright, trade marks, real estate conveyances, and the business 
of legal forms that are used to carry on trade. It is our object to 
prepare students for a position in the world as business men 
rather than mere clerks; hence the prominence given to this sub~ 
ject. ' 
Sen. Coin. I, II, III, 4. 
COl\lliiEROIAL ARITHl\IEII'IO AND RA.PID CAL.C'ULATION. Daily 
drill in addition, multiplication, division, fractions, measurements, 
metric system, percentage, profit and loss, commission, interest, 
discount, storage, equation of accounts, partnership settlements, 
and all the problems that the average business man is called upon 
to solve. Short methods are studied and practical devices pre-
sented. 
Jun. Co1n. I, 5. 
col\tllmROIAL ECONOllncs. The economic laws of trade, the 
general principles of P olitical Economy technically applied to 
commerce, and a discussion of business methods. 
Sen. Com. II, 3 . 
PE·NliiANSHIP. A plain legible style of writing with a rapid 
movement is taught. Daily throughout the year. Required . of 
commercial students; elective to others. 
F•·esh I, II, III, 5, . Hytle. 
SGIENCE oF nooKH:EEPING. The underlying principles of 
single and double entry book-keeping; opening and closing 
books; journalizing, posting, classifying accounts, etc. Especial 
attention is - -·" " 11 to making the original or charge entry, the 
legal as well as the scientific feature of the entry being kept in 
mind. 
Jun. Cont.. II, 4. 
S'rE·NOGRAPHY. An elective study for second year students 
in the short commercial course, and for Senior students in the 
four years' commercial course. Graham's system of Standard 
Phonography is taught. The class is given one hour's instruction 
daily throughout the year. 
·l'ext Book: Graham's Handbook. 
Sen. CoDl. I, IT, 111 , ott, Dryden. 
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TYPE~vn.P•· • NG. An optional stu ely for first year students in 
the short commercial cours{'. Required of Junior students in the 
four years' commercial course. Three different makes of ma-
chine are used, viz., the Reming ton, th e Ca,Ji g raph, and the Smith-
Premier. There are nine machines for use of stucle~. An hour 
a clay is g iven to typewriting throughout the year . 
. Jun. Cont. I. II, 11 :~, Dry•len . 
DRAWI NG. 
(iLEiliENTARY nn.A"\VING. P ractice 111 freehand, lead ing to 
the use of instruments. 
Sub. Presl1. I, JT, 111, 2. 
i'IECHANICAL DH..•HVING. Several courses are g iven . See 
under Mechanic. Arts and Mechanical and Civi l Engineering. 
GEOUETH.IC DRAWING . ChieAy plane work for patterns 
and desig ns. 
.Ju n . l). A, I. r. . 
ADVANCED DRAWING. Sketch in g, shad ing and tinting. 
Sen. D. A, H. :1. 
M c<• ha ni c nl Large, t echnical works on drawing a re furnish ed by 
Drawing· Room . the college. Each stud ent in the engineering courses 
must purchase, under the advice of th e teacher , a set of good inst ruments. 
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D< ).\1 E~,TIC ARTS. 
"rs. Cote y . ~o.EC'I'UJu.;s o,- t.:oot.:'"'· Scientific basis of the art is given 
·by_a course of lectures treating of the selection, care, and prepara-
tion of food. 
So tlh. D . A, II, 4. 
scuDN CE OF' NvJfn•·rwx. T he relative values of different 
foods. in repairing the waste of the body; a study of the physio-
kgical p rocesses of digestion and assimilation; proper quantity, 
1.-ind, and quali ty of food necessary. 
'I' h e 
Kitche n 
Sop h . D. A. TIT. -t. 
is supplied with model work tab les, ra nge, gas, and water, and 
with implements for the preparation a nd cooking of food. 
PHAC'i•t cr.: ' -'" coo•nw•. Daily preparation of meals for 
guests; tab le-settin g, serving, and pre. iding at table. 
S nJoh . D . A, ll , llJ. 4. 
FHUJ.'I' Wotu.:. Canntn g of native fr uits; making o f jelli es, 
sauces, pi ckles, preserves, etc. 
.Jnn. ]) . -"· I. 4. 
HYGIENE. Course of lectures on personal hygiene fo r wo-
men. 
Juu. D . . A, III, 4. 
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HOUSEHOLD JUANAGEiUENT. Study of economy of time and 
strength in performing home duties ; the arrangement of enter-
tainments; relations of mistress to maid and of the housekeeper 
to her environments; convenient arrangement and artistic and 
economical furnishing of rooms. 
Sen . J). A , J, ~. 
ADVANOED COOKING. Study of dietaries for the healthy 
verson; the "1'0per foods to be given in different diseases; prac-
tice in proper methods of cooking for the sick. 
Sen. D. A, II, 2. 
See also under Sanitary Science, Sewing, Drawing, and Hor-
ticulture. 1 
ENGLISH l.LASSICS, ELOCUTION AN D DECLAMA-
TION. 
,---- ~Iiss li:enyon. 
It is the obj ect of this department to make good readers, bet-
ter ~ conversers and good speakers; to make the voice and the 
body fit instruments to serve the soul and mind. T he course then 
wi ll include the development of the voice and the training of the 
body to respond to the changes of the soul's emotion. 
ENGLISH CLAssiCs. The ·work consists of a study of some 
of the minor E nglish Classics. Those read during the past school 
'l' h e has a seatin g capacity of I .soo and is used for public meetings and 
C hapel. students ' en terta inment. 
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year were, Scott's Lady of the Lake, Longfellow's Miles Standish, 
Pope's Essay on Criticism. A rnold's Sohrab and Rustum, and 
Shakespeare's Julius Caesar. The object of this work is to cre-
ate a taste for good literatur.e and to furnish profitable drill in 
the art of reading. 
Snb-Fo•e• It, I, II, III, 2. Elective to Otbct•s. 
ELOCUTION. r. Physical culture, voice culture, articulation 
and light reading. 
2. Inflection, pronunciation, gesture, and expressive reading. 
3· Gesture continued, practical work in recitations and im-
personation. 
Sub-Fres h, I, II, III, 3. Elective to Others. 
DECLAJUA'I'IONS. The reading or recitation of themes and 
essays pre ared under the direction of the professors in different 
subjects. ' 
Fresh. bi-weekly throng·ltout the year. 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE. 
I 
HIGHER ENGLISH GRAJUl\JAR. The work in English em-
br~es gramma.t~, rhetoric and literature, and runs parallel through 
all the four-year courses. In grammar, after a review of ety-
mology, with special attention to the formation of the verb, the 
structure of the English sentence is carefully examined. Nearly a 
term is spent in analyzing sentences from classic authors .. 
Fresh, I, 5. 
ELEMENTARY RHE'l'ORIC. The principles of invention, the 
elements of style and the different forms of composition. The 
preparation of manuscript for the printer is taught in connection 
with the written work. Essays are required once a fortnight, 
mostly reproductions, illustrating the laws of description and nar-
ration. Longfellow's Tales of a Wayside Inn, furnishes matter 
for reproduction and study in versification. 
Fresll, II, 5. 
RHETORICAL ARGU'ltiENT. Instead of more advanced rhe-
toric, the rules of argument are studied; and to illustrate and en-
force these, some masterp ieces are critically examined. The 
speeches in _. P. Baker's Specimens of Argumentation furnish 
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mitable material. Frequent oral and written exercises make th e 
work entirely practical ; debates, written and oral, are had on 
qt1 estions of general interest. Each student presents three written 
ex erases. 
Soph. J, II, 2. 
LITEIRA'l'URE. The first work in literature follows the ele-
mentary rhetoric. It is a critical study o~ short, complete clas.-
~ ics-essays, poems of various kinds, speeches, sketches and 
stories. Enough of each author and his times is told in familiar 
lectures to awaKen interest , and show the occasio11' of the pro-
duction. In tms work constant reference is made to rhetorical 
j.'rinciJ?les, and the style of different authors is carefull y compared, 
and both style and form are studied with reference to the though t 
and sentiment. The followi~g texts are read: 
Shakespeare's Merchant o f Venice; Bacon's Essays-Selec-
ti ons; M ilton's L 'Allegro, I I P enseroso, Hymn, and L ycidas: Ad-
dison's Si r Roger De Coverl y Papers; Pope's Rape of the Lock ; 
Gray's E legv in a Country Church va1·d; Goldsmith's Deserted 
Vill ag-e, ami Traveller ; Rum s's Cottar's Saturday Night, and 
some othe1· ·~0ems ; vVordsworth's Ode on: Immorality, and nar~ 
ratives from The Excursion; Irving's Sketchbook; Tennyson's 
Ulysses, Locksley Hall , Enoch Arden ; Dickens's Chri stmas Car-
ds, and selections from E merson, Lowel l, H olmes, Longfellow 
<!nd Hawthorne. 
Fresh. III, :>. 
LI'l'ERA'l'URE. The Second Course is given to a hi stori cal 
survey of literature, from Chaucer to the present time. Suffi cient 
attenti on is g iven to the lead in g authors of the different periods 
to make evident the characteri sti cs o f their tho ught and style. 
The E ng .. ~-- el rama receives special attention, and one. clay each 
week is g iven to reading Shakespeare. Much of the time is 
given to the critical readi ng of such texts as supplement, but not 
duplicate the firs t and third courses. 
.Jnn. I , :l. Al l ('Onrses. 
LI'l'ERATU RID ADVANCE D. The last term of th e Senior year 
is gi ven to tne study of masterpi eces. All the important fo rms 
of literature a1·e laid under contribution- th e: drama, th e epic, 
the lyric, the novel, the essay biographical and criti cal, the ora-
tion and histo rv. One week is given to each piece selected. The 
work o f the classroom is largely a report of students, either oral 
or written, on what they have cl one by themselves. . 
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Sc.c tion of E ng·Jish L"ihl'~u·y. 
T he foll o,,·ing course, or its equivalent-texts changin g; 
somewhat from year to year- is o ffered: 
Shakespeare, two great tragedies, Hamlet, Macbeth, L ear, 
O thello; Wei: ster, Repl y to Hayne; Burke, Conciliation \iVith 
American Colonies; J\!Iacaulay, Essays on M il to n and Addison; 
Milton, Parad ise L ost, I and II , Samson Agonistes; Carlyle, Es-
says on B urns, Hero as P rophet; Tennyson, Princess, or selected 
poems; l\ l otley, Pete r the Great ; George E liot, Silas Marner; 
Wordsworth, se lected poems, E el . by M. Arnold . I 
Se n. Ag. D. A. a111l Com. III, 6 . 
GERMAN. 
Professo r 1\ln cE"~u u . 
L Thi s is the only foreign language taught in the institution, 
and is in all the courses, three hours a week , during the Junior 
and Senior years. The German£ are now the leaders in agricul-
tural science. The advanced student of agriculture must be able 
to read th e literature on his subj ect coming from the German 
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press. Moreo~er a knowledge of German is deemed essential to 
a liberal education. These are the reasons for the appearance of 
this language in these. courses. Oral and written exercises are 
accompanied by conversation, making more familiar the vocabu-
lary and accustoming the ear as well as the eye to the words. In 
the time allotted only the framework of the language can be mas-
tered; but enough is given to enable the student to prosecute in-
dependent study and consult German books. 
nfter completing the Joynes-Meissner Grammar and Read-
ing book, students are given such scientific reading material as 
will best equip them for using works of reference, and the pub-
lications of scientific institutions and societies; and such selections 
from classic German literature as are adapted to awaken an inter-
est and stimulate a further reading. Tell, Nathan The Wise, Eg-
mont, Hermann and Dorethea, Reisebilder, Ekkeharl, Peter 
Schlemihl, Das .Kalte Herz. '--, 
; · Jun. nn<l Sopll . I, II, Ill, 3 . 
HISTORY. 
Jllt·s. Etltly. 
~"" 'ri-lE UNir:I,ED s'r.A.TES. A course of lectures and recitations 
ba-sed on Fiske's History of the United States. 
Sub-Fresh. II, III, 4 .. 
AN CIEN'!' HISTORY. Eastern nations and Greece; recita-
tions from Myer's Ancient history; the rise and development of 
institutions. ~ l~'"rcsh. I . :2. 
ROillAN HISTORY. The development of the Roman power 
and its expression in the civil law; political and general history 
of the Romans. F 'reslt. II, 2. 
iliEDIAE<V AL HISTOnY. The overthrow of the Roman em-
pire and the formation of modem nations. History of the mid-
dle ages. Fresh. Ill. 2. 
MODERN HISTORY. The history of England and the growth 
c,f the English constitution, are the chief topics, with some refer-
ence to the philosophy of history. Sot>h. I, 3 . 
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HORTICULTUH.E AND E NTOMOLOGY. 
Pt·ofcss ot· Ri<•hnutn. 
Fnu rrs AND VEGI'J'l'A nr.Es. L ectures and fi eld work. Se-
lection and preparation of the soil, methods of propagation, in-
cluding seeding, g rafting by the various methods, budding, 
layering, etc.; the pruning and care of orchards, picking, packing, 
lllarketing, and preservation of ruits. 
Jun . .1\g·. D. A, I , 2. 
'I'H E I' ROPAGA'I"ING uousK On e afternoon of each week 
JS given to root grafting and oth er work in the propagating 
house. Students in the Agricul tural course take thi s work. 
.Jun . Ag;. D. ~4.. , II, 2. · 
Interior of Green Hou se. 
FORES'I'RY. Propagation and care of the forest trees best 
adapted to this region. The grounds of the Horticultural De-
partment contain a large number of the most promi sing kinds 
d forest and ornamental trees, which are studied as part of the 
field work of the department. Special attention is given to the 
effect of fo rests on the conservation of moisture, and the effect 
of the latter on the agriculture of the country. 
F~oRICULTURE. InstructiOt, and practice m the care of 
house plants and flower g ardening. 
Jun. Ag·. D. A, III, 2. 
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El\"'rO!lJOLO GY. Classes and life history of insects, especially 
th ose injurious to vegetation. Methods of exterminating de-
structive species. Lectures, with Packard's Entomology. _ 
Seu. . . Ag·. II, 2. 
MATHEMATICS. 
A L GEURA. A thorough drill in the elements of Algebra, with 
special attention to fractions, factoring, simultaneous equations, 
involution and evolution , and radicaT expressions. 
F r esh. II, III, ;:). Lu n~o;;t ou. 
PLAJ\"E GEOliiETR.Y. Oral and written recitations in the ele-
ments of plane geometry. Required of Freshmen. 
Scnl e 
R.oc..rn. 
F)_·es h . I. :;, S ~y e t· . 
Sets of balances for both ordin ary and fine quantitative work in 
analyses are used by the students. 
HIGHER. ALGEJJR A. Quadratic equations; simple indetermi-
nate equations, inequalities, th eory of exponents; logarithms; 
ratio and variation; series and the binomial and exponential 
theorems. 
SOJlll. 1, 2, Styer. 
soLID GEO iUE'l'RY. Recitations on the relation of lines and 
planes in space, area of surfaces; volume of solids; and the solu-
tion of practical problems. 
SOI>h . I, 3. Styer. 
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•rnwoNo~tE'l'RY. T he use of logarithms in the solution of 
right and oblique tri angles, and the deduction and use of trigo-
nometric formulae. · 
SOI>h. II, 5, except D. A. Styer. 
sunv1~YING. E leven weeks, two recitations and four hours 
field practice a week; the solution of practical problems; the use 
of the compass and transit in the measurement of distance by 
triangulation and in land surveying, and the use of the level in 
establishing grades. 
Soph. III, Ci, e xcei>t D. A. S t yer. 
DESCRIP'l'IVE GEO'llE'rn v. The representation of and the 
solution of problems relating to geometrical magnitudes in spar.e. 
Jun. Ci v. u1ul l\1 . E. I , II, 2 , J e n se n. 
CALCULus. General survey of the differential calculus, the 
solution of higher plane curves, and the ordinary methods of in-
tegration, following Osborne's text. 
J nu. C i·v. E . :.uul llf. E. I, II, III, 5, 2, 5 , Jens e n. 
ANALYTICAL GEO~IE 'l'llY. The reference of points and lines 
to co-ordinate axes and the deduction of eq uations of the straight 
line and curves of the conic sections . 
. Jun. C. E. Jlncl 1'\[ • . E. II. ;:i , J c u s o n. 
DESCRIP'I'IVE GEOlU E 'I'llY. Orthographic projections and 
development; projections of plane and solid figures; curved sur-
faces and tangent planes; shades and shadows; construction of 
maps; solution of problems relating to geometrical magnitudes. 
Jnu. Ci Y. E. uutl 1\1. E. I , II, 2, J e n se n . 
0 ther courses in app lied mathematics are described under 
Civil and Mechanical E ngin eering. 
111£CHANICAL E NGINEERING. 
· <"' ELE~IEN'I'AUY ~IECH.<\ Nts iu. Study of the underlying prin-
ciples of all mecbani cal construction, link work; toothed gearing, 
cams, belting, automatic feeds, clock-trains, etc. 
Jun. Ci-v. E. nnd Jl:L E. III, 4, J·e ntH•n. 
~IE'l'ALLURGY. Consideration of the principal ores of iron; 
the processes of their reduction ; and the characteristics of the 
various classes of iron and steel. 
Jun. Clv. u1ul ~1. E. Ill, 5, Fortier. 
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Machine The machinery includes a 2 x 2 x 6 feet iron planer, two 14-
ShoJ>. inch engine lathes, with attachm ents, a 20 inch drill press, 
emery grinder, a universal milling machine, etc. 
STEAi\t: ENGINE. A study of the various types of steam 
engine; the economic advantage of the compound and condens-
ing engines; valves and valve gear; Zenner's diagram; use of the 
indicator; effect of reciprocating parts, and inertia of fl y wheel. 
Sen. Civ. ~nul ~I . E. I , 5 , Jense n. 
PO'WER, MEASUREi\IEN'l' AND TRANS:liiSSION. ]\!{ e a S U r e-
ments of power by means of the Prony break, and other forms 
of .dynamometers; comparative efficiency of steam, gas, and elec-
tric motors; ,power absorbed by rope, leather belting, shafting, 
etc. 
Sen. Civ. E. nutl 1\1. E. 11. 5, Jens e n. 
1\IACHINE DESIGN. The use of formulae in the designing of 
machines or parts of machines. 
Sen. Ci·v. E. "IIlii 1\1. E. II, 5. III, 2 , l\lnyo. 
sTEAlll noiLERS. A study of the construction, care, and 
management of steam boilers, with history of development of the 
steam engine. 
!>en. Clv. nnd 111. E '. III, 5, Jens<.n. 
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DRA'WING A ND EX t•E n i !U E N'J'AL 'VO.Jt.K. Testing experi-
ments and the solution m the drawing room of practical engi-
neering problems. 
Sen. Civ. null lU. E. I, 10, Fortier. 
:\1ILITARY SCIENCE AND TACTICS. 
L ieut. Styer. 
This course is in charge of an ·officer of the United States 
Army, detailed by the Secretary of War. The Government fur-
nishes Springfi eld cadet ri fles and equipment for infantry drill 
and two rifled-cannon for artillery instruction. A uniform of clark 
blue is worn by the cadets, the cost of which, including cap, 1s 
about fifteen cloll~rs . 
The attention of students intending to enter College is 
called to the fact that this uni form has been ·fo und more service-
able than a suit of civilian clothes of the same price, and they are 
requested to make arrangements so as to be atle to order this 
umrorm when they enter. O n all occasions of drill , or when stu-
dents are receiving any otB.er military instruction, they are re-
quired to appear in uniform as prescribed by the College. 
INFAN'I'RY. TI1is includes all the movements described 111 
the drill reg ulations of the U. S. Army from gymmistic instruc-
tion in the settin g up exercises, the school of the soldier and bay-
onet exercise, to the drill by company and cattalion ; exercise in 
estimating distances by sign and also by sound; target practice 
with ritle, for which the government makes an annual allowance 
of .ammunition. Instruction in signalling with flag and in mili-
tary telegraphy. 
ART'ILLERY. This embraces drill in the manual of the piece, 
and target practice when practi cable. 
THEORE'l'ICAL INSTRtiCTIO<JV. During the winter months 
"vhen outdoor drills are necessarily suspended, instruction is given 
by means of recitation fro m the drill regulations a11d by lectures 
on th ·~ elements of military science. Daily froni I I 40 to I2: IO · 
~:. :n. R eCJuired of all students except Juniors and Seniors. 
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PHYSI CAL CULTURE 
PHYSICAL cni,TURE. Systematic exercises in free gymnas-
tics, and in light gymnastics with Indian clubs, dumb-bells, 
swings, and weight machines. 
F1·esh . . n111l S 011h . D. A. I , II, III, a, J{. e n)' Oll. 
LADIES' i\IrLI'rARY nnu. L. Regular infantry tactics with 
li ght rifles. 
l~resh . nnd So1~l1. I , II , III, 2, Ken·yon. 
The is 70 feet sq ua re, and is equipped with weight machines, 
Gymna s ium swings, ladders, bowling a lley, Indian clubs, dumb-bells, and 
other appliances. 
MECHANIC ARTS. 
I. FRESHMAN YEAR. 
'1'ECHNI CAL INSTRUCTION. (a) Lectures and recitations 
c.n the forms and use of wood-working tools. 
(b) Lectures and recitations on the growth, felling and sea-
soning of timber. 
(c) Lectures on the constru ction and operation of woo<i-
working machines. 
Ii' resl1. I , 2 , M_nyo. 
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:MECHANICAL DR1\. W J NG . In the first year 1s taught the use 
of drawing i nstrum en t~ in the solution of geometric problems 
and the principles of projections. The student is also required 
to sketch parts of machines, take necessary measurements and 
prepare workin g drawin gc,, making th e tracings and blue prints. 
J un. Civ. E . nn4l )f. E. II, Ill, V, l\'lnyo. 
Woo1l E ach student has a bench and a complete re t of carpenters tools 
Shop. of the most approved make. Power saws a nd planing machines 
are in the same room. Nearby are commoflious store-rooms. 
FRESH MAN SHOP WORK. 
(a) BENCH wonn: IN wooD Includes exercises in planing, 
sawing, chiselin g, rabbiting, plo·vVing, splicing , mortising, tenon-
ing, dove-taili ng, framin g, paneling, and general use o f carpen-
ter:s tools. 
(b) wooD 'J'l!R NING Covers all the principles o f straight 
turning, face plane and chuck work. Fresh. 1. 10. JI:oY<~· 
(c) IRON FORGING Embraces the tollowing principles; 
r!t:awing, bending, twisting, cutting, punching, upsettmg, welding, 
and the use of flatters, full ers, swages, etc. These principles are 
applied in the making of a pair of tongs for use in shop. O ther 
articles are made, such as and irons, ornamental gates, etc., if 
time will permit. 
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(d) STEE·L FORGING Embraces the forging and tempering 
of punches, cold chisels, drills, lathe and planer tools, springs, 
etc. The welding of steel to iron and iron to steel, ann ealing, 
rase hardenin g, and coloring are also taught. 
JFt·esb. II. 10, iUay o. 
(e) cAmNET JUAIUNG Is the actual construction of articles 
of furniture, this being a prac'tical application of the principles 
lrarned in bench and lathe work, with some little wood-carving 
actded. 
(f) wooD- CARVING Ts given only to special students who 
have the necessary preparation. 
Fresh. Ill, G, i\layo , 
l<' org·e Twenty-tour power-blas l torges, with a nvils, vises, and a ll neces-
Room. sary tools, afford practice in the u snal operations of iron and 
steel work at the forge. 
II. J UNIOR YEAR. 
'l'ECHNJCAL I NS'l'Jl.UCTION . 
(a) Theory of Pattern Making. 
Thirty-two lectures 
(D) Metal Working Appliances. 
Twenty lectures. 
Mechanical Drawing. 
Thirty-six weeks, ten hours per 
w~~k. 
Solution of problems in descriptive Geometry, and a few les-
sens in Isometric P erspective. 
Jun. i\f. E •. I, H. III, l.O, i\lnyo. 
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ADVANCED SHOPWORK. 
(a) PA'l"rERN ~lAKING, Embraces a number of exercises in 
the construction of simple and built up pattems and core boxes. 
(b) VISE WORK In iron embraces chipping, filing, scrap-
ing, thread cutting, hand polishing, cutting of kep seats, riveting, 
brazing and soldering. 
Lntbes nnd 
Wootl Turning·. 
The lathes are adapted to first class work, and each 
student turns out a complete set of wood turnings. 
(c) JUAOHINE) wonK, E mbracing straight, paper and excen-
tric turning, thread cutting, face plate and chuck work, taper 
bering, use of boring bar, and milling on the engine lathe, sw·-
facing, cutting of V, dove-tail and T grooves, and kep seating 
on planer, plain milling, grooving of taps, reamers, etc., gear 
clltting and grooving of twist drills on milling machines, drilling 
and boring in dri ll press, grinding and buffing on emery wheel. 
Jun. 1\f. E. I, II, III. 10, 1\lnyo. 
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PHILOSOPHY. 
PSYCHOLOGY. A study of the principal facts and theo-
ries of the science of mind, as an introduction to philosophy. The 
bearing of the subj ect on education is emphasized; and the stu-
dent is made fami liar with the g reat names in philosophy, and 
1\'ith the nnin doctrines of the different schools. 
Jun. or Sen. I, 3, Pu..ul. 
E lective with others prepared to pursue the study. 
LOGIC . The science of reasoning is considered by text-
book lessons from Hills-Jevons L ogic. T he chapters on Forms, 
Propositions, Syllogisms, Induction, Deduction, and Fallacies are, 
studied and recited. 
Jun. or Sen. II. 3, S ty er. 
ETHi cs . A series o f lectures and text-book lessons, fu r-
nish the student vvith themes and materials for original essays 
<ind orations. This gives a grasp of the fundamentals of ethical 
doctrine, and affords practice in speaking and writing. Twice a 
week during the spring term 
.Ju n . o•· Sen . 111, 2. Cni u e. 
AES'l'HE'I'I CS . A series of lessons on the science of taste 
and the theories of the beautiful in art and nature. R erference to 
the history and development of the fine arts is frequently made, 
and the subject 1s elucidated by concrete examples and suggestive 
illustrations. Three times a week throughout the fall term. 
S<•n. D. A. I, a. Cote,· . 
HIS'I'ORY oF 'l'J-IE I•'INE All.'I'S. Ten lectures 
winter term, in connection with advancf'd drawing. 
Seniors in Domestic A rts. 
du ring the 
E lecti ve tu 
PHY res. 
J•rofeNsnr J e nsen. 
ELElU EN'I'ARY PHYSICS. This is an introductory science 
course, in which the important laws of Natural Phil osophy are 
stated and discussed. The current hypothesis of the constitution 
of matter is made the subj ect of especial study and all problems 
are referred back to it for their final explanations. Illustrations 
of the modern methods of scientific reasoning are given, and nu-
merous practical problems bearing on the subj ect in hand are 
solved in and out of the class room. 
Fresh , I , II, 3. 
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PHYSICAL i\IEASURE~IEN'I' S . Sound, H eat and Light. 
Essentially a course in exact quantitative measurements. Each stu-
dent ,tJ ustrates and verifi es the laws of Sound, H eat, and Light 
by mean of a series of experiments in the physical laboratory. 
The work is performed with the utmost care; sources of error are 
eliminated as far as possible, and the error o f each experiment 
is determined. As a training in accuracy of work and judgment 
the performan ce of such experiments stands foremost. 
The Physical 
Lecture Rootn. 
Sot>h . I , 4. 
hflS seats for fi fty students and the labora tory can be 
a rranged to dCCOmmodate about the same number . 
PHYSICAL iUEAS UH.Eo~IEN 'J' S . E lectricity and Magnetism. 
A continuation of course 2, dealing vvith th e laws of electrici ty 
' and mag netism ; the practical methods of measuring strengths o f 
currents resistances and voltages, and the construction and hand-
ling o f electrical appliances. H ere, as in course 2, the thoroughly 
cauippped laboratory furnishes the students with exceptional ad-
vantaQ"es. 
Soph. II. 4. 
ELE·l\tENTARY l\IE CHANics . Study of the laws of force 
and motion, solution of problems in the construction of buildings; 
and in the use of machines; with laboratory demon!.'ltrations. 
Sopb . III, 7. 
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AOV ANCED PHYSICs. H eat, steam engine, steam boilers, 
clectricitv. elements of mechanism and other courses in higher 
and applied physics. are described under Civil and Mechanical 
Engineering. 
1\IE'l'EOROLOGY. This includes an elementary study of atr 
pressure, humidity, temperature, rainfall, evaporation, wind ve-
locity, theory of storms, methods of forecasting, and a general 
~tudy of the United States Weather senrice, with special reference 
to the relation of climate to health and to agriculture. The read-
ing of the weather instruments in us.e at the College is made a 
part of the wu. --· 
III, 2. Jnn. and Sen. Elective, Or·yd~u . 
Pltysicul The laboratory exercises a re so planned as to require quan-
Lu.boratory. titative results e ven in el<•mentary work. Iu advanced 
courses, the student is expected to derive hi; own coustants and piau hi 
own work. 
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POLlTICAL SCIENCE AND SOCIOLOGY. 
Pt·esltlent l..,nnl. 
CIVIL GOVJTI R N JIE N'l' AND C ONST'I'l'lJT'IONAL LAW. A 
study of the township , county, municipal, state, and national gov-
ernment, showing the evolution of th e higher from the lower 
forms, with especial attention to the origin of each form. The 
present meaning and fo rce of the national constitution is also con-
siderect. Fiske's Civil Government and Coole);'s Constitutional 
Law. 
Sol'h. II d III, 2, E<ldy. 
Preshlent's Ofllce. 
SOCIOLOGY. The state as an organism, cnme and its 
causes, the nationalization of land, and other questions are in-
vestigated mainly by assigned readings in the library. Elective 
to students who have completed 11istory, civil government, and 
political economy. 
Sen. Elective I, 2, Pnnl. 
POLITICAL ECoNOJUY. Three recitations per week from 
Laveleye's Political Economy. supplemented by illustrative sta-
tistics, explanations, and assigned readings. Original research 
and discussion are encouraged so as to give reality and interest 
t.J the discussion of the economic problems that now engage the 
highest thought of our country. 
Soph. II, 3, Paul. 
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ADVANCED POLI'l'ICAL ECONOJUY. Problems of the day-
taxation, railways, co-operation, coinage and money, pauperism, 
etc.-treated by lectures and assigned readings. 
Sen. Elective, II, 2, Pnul. 
coM~IERCIAL ECONOMics. See under Commercial Branches. 
SEWING. 
The object of this branch of training, besides the general ad-
vantages derived from industrial education, is to give a practical 
training in tl1e sewing which every household requires. Neat-
ness of work is insisted upon. The student provides her own 
material and makes her own dresses. 
PLAIN SEWING. Practice is given first in the vanous hand 
stitcnes used in muslin and woolen goods; overhanding, running, 
hemming, nem-stitching, overcasting, felling,· gathering and 
stroking gather, buttonholes, gusset, patching and darning, 
French hem on damask, etc. 
S ub. F1'esll, I, II, III , 3 . 
DRE,SS JUAKING. At least two muslin garments are made. A 
gown is cut out, basted and entirely made by the student. 
Fresh. D. A. I, 2, II, III, G. 
DESIGNING, CUT'l'I~G AND FI'l"l'lNG. This work consists of 
talks on grace in design of costume and harmony of color. Spe-
cial attention is given to hygienic modes of dress. The student 
is taught to draw the costumes which she designs. She also 
learns to draft patterns from measurements. Further practice 1s 
given in cutting artd fitting. 
Jun. D. A. II, 5 . 
FANCY woRK This course includes Kensington embroid-
ery, Roman cut-work, Spanish laid-work, drawn work, etc. 
Sen. D. A. II, 5. 
JUILLINERY. This course comprises instruction in frame-
making, facings, shirring, making b ws, liiUng, wiring, etc. Gen-
etal instruction is given in makng tasteful hats and bonnets. 
Jun. D. A. III. 2. 
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Al\ATOM Y AN D PHYSIOLOGY. 
ANATOJIIY AND PHYSIOLOGY. Lectures . and recitations on 
Jmman and comparative anatomy jllustrated by models, anatomi-
cal preparations, diagrams, and dissections. 
,Jon. Ag:. D. A .. antl Co nt. Il, 4, III, 3, ll•·e'"'e r. 
VETERINARY SCIENCE. Anatomy, physiology and hygiene 
of farm ·animals; zymotic, parasitic, dietetic, and constitutional 
diseases of domestic animals; prevention of animal plagues by 
legislative and individual action; general diseases of different sys-
tems of organs in domestic anirrials, together with clinical demon-
stratons. 
Se n. Ag. I, II, S, III, G. Fischer. 
of an imals are made by stuJents in the veterinary laboratory, 
Dissections located a short distance from the main building. The cut 
shows the class-room in human and comparative anatomy. 
LABOH.A'l'ORY ·woRn:. The lecture course is supplemented 
by laboratory work both in the winter (2) and spring (6); here 
the student devotes his time to dissections on small animals; the 
study of osteology; together with a consideration of the ele-
ments of histology. 
Jon. Ag. & D. A . & El. Sc. llreWer. 
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SHORT COURSES. 
Three short courses are offered, for the encouragement of 
students who may not be able to continue longer than two years. 
These two-year courses have been so arranged that the student 
may . after graduation, enter the third year of the regular courses, 
under certain conditions. 
SHORT COURSE I N AGRICU LTU RE. 
No student under seventeen years of age is admitted to this 
course, which has been arranged to meet the needs of persons of 
mature years who do not take 3! regular College course. The 
mathematics and the language study of the fir st year is either 
v f the Sub-Freshman or of the Freshman grade, according to 
th e advancement of the student. 
FIRST T ER'M. 
Agriculture. 
Gra mmar. 
Arithme tic. 
U. S. Hi·sto ry. 
FIRST TERM. 
Free-Hand 
Dra wing. 
Shopwork in Wood. 
Agriculture. 
3 
4 
4 
4 
FIRST YEAR. 
SECOND TERM. 
Agriculture. 
Grammar. 
Arithme ti c. 
Phys ica l 
Geogl'aJp hy. 
Afternoon Work. 
THIRD TERM. 
Shopwo·r l< in Iron. 
Min€ral•ogy and 
L i thol-ogy. 
SECOND YEAR. 
THIRD TERM. 
a Agticu1ture. 
5 Bo•tany. 
5 Physio logy. 
Geo logy. 
SECOND TERIM. 
4 Agriculture. 
Shopwo rk in Wood. 
G Geology. 
FIRST TERM. SECOND 'l'E 'RM. THIRD TERM. 
3 
3 
5 
5 
2 
4 
2 
D a irying. 3 Agriculture. 3 Agriculture. 3 
Gen eral and Agricu l- G€neral and Agricul- Literature. 5 
tura l Ch emistry. 5 tura l Ch emistry. 5 Horticul'ture. 2 
Economic Botany. 3 Veterinary Science. 3 Composition. 5 
Physics. 3 Entomology. 3 
Afternoon Work. 
Cheese Making A g riculture. 2 Agriculture. 
(Mondays.) Horticulture. 2 Dairying or Shop 
Butter Making. 2 Ch emical Analysis. 6 Work. 
Chemical Experi-
ments. 6 
SHuRT COURSE I N DOMESTIC ARTS. 
Upon completion of the Freshman and the Sophomore year 
of the regular course in Domestic Arts (page 22) the student is 
entitled to a certificate of graduation in the short course. 
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SHORT COM MERCIAL COURSE. 
FIRS'.r TERM. 
Eng lish Grammar. 
Plane Geometry. 
Military Drill. 
Ancient His t ory. 
E lem entary Physics. 
Typewriting. 
FIRST TERM. 
Stenography. 
Solid Geometry. 
Rhetoric. 
Commer cial Geogra-
F J:RS'l' YEAR. 
SECOND TERM. 
b R h e toric. 
5 A lgebra. 
M ilitary D rill. 
~ lillem en tar~ P hysics. 
a Ancient History. 
Afternoon Work. 
5 Typewriting. 
SECOND YEAR. 
SECOND TE.RM. 
4 S tenog<'a.Ph.JC. 
;; c;ommer cia.l L a w. 
~ P otliucal ~conon1y. 
H'h etoric. 
phy 0 C iv il Governmen t. 
Aftf.rnoon Work. 
THIRD TEiRM. 
5 Li t e ra.ture. 5. 
; A lgebra. 5 
Military Drill. 
;; Science ot Book-
2 K eeping. 3 
Medi'aeval History. 2 
Typewriting. 
THIRD TERM. 
4 Stenography. 4 
b Commer cial Law. 5 
;; CiV'i l Government and 
~ Constitutio-nal Law. 2 • 
.Practical work in bookkeeping, banking, freighting, insur-
ance, real estate, etc . 
.PREPA .l\.ATO RY DEPARTME NT. 
Many of the settlements of Utah have barely passed their 
pioneer days. F rom such sections no great advance in educa-
tion could be expected, and in some the schools are quite 
primitive. As a consequence many young men and women who 
have had to work hard with their parents in the varied operatiom 
of hon1e making, find themselves without the educational start 
which their integrity merits. They have given their time to the 
material progress of the Territory, and now feel that they are 
entitled to a share in its intellectual advancement. In some of 
the thinly populated districts, schools are not regularly kept, and 
those that are do not provide instruction generally adapted to the 
age and wants of the class of whom we speak. 
It therefore seems obvious, that until these young people 
pass the time they may devote to school, justice demands some 
provision for them in our higher educational institutions. The 
College maintains a department for such students and offers 
them the following studies : 
SLJB-FRESHMAN YEAR. 
FIRST TERM. 
Gramma r . 
Arithmeblc. 
SECOND TER!M. 
4 Gramma r. 
4 Arithm e t ic. 
!Bhysica.l Geogra.phy 
~0 
Political Geography. 4 
· Elocution; 3 
Drawing. 2 
S11'0pwork. 3 
Or Sewing. 3 
U. S. H isto ry . 
Elocution. 
Drawing. 
Shopwork. 
Or Sewi ng. 
THIRD TERM. 
4 Composition. 
4 Ari th m etic. 
4 U . S. History. 
3 E-loc ution. 
2 Drawing. 
3 Shopwork . 
;; Ot• Sew ing . 
4 
4 
4 
3 
z 
3 
;; 
1 HiS preparation fits students for the several courses of Col-
lege study. It will be seen that the elements of certain industrial 
exercises have been included. E nglish cla s•sics, penmanship and 
spell ing are also offered in thi<: grade." 
) 
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WI 0!TER ·coURSE FOR FARNIERS. 
Beginning in January, a course of special lect:ues in agri-
culture is given for the benefit o f any farmer that may wis.h to 
<~ttencl . The course in cludes agriculture, horticulture, entomol-
qzy, botany, chemistry, veterinary science, and dairying, treated 
almost wholly from the practical side, and con tinues one term, 
till the end of i\'larch. 
A special circular describng thi s course will be mailed upon 
application. 
W I.\ fER COURSE FOR WOMEN. 
A special cours-e in sewing, household management, cook-
mg and s.uch literary or scientific studies in addition th ereto as 
the student is prepared to pursue, is .offered to women during 
the winter term. 
Specia1 circulars describin g this cours-e are issued. 
Samples of Woodwork. 
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SUMMARY O F WORK AND PROGRAMME OF CLASS 
RECITATIONS. 
FIRST TERM. 
FIRS 'l' HOIJR. 
Tim es: Class. Teach e r. T aken By. 
3 -Bot,any. Fisch e r . Soph . 
3 ;Econ. Bot. F isch e r. Sen. Ag. 
3 Flist . of Ag. Mill s . Ju n. Ag. 
5 Hist. of Com. She pa r d. S. M . 
5 Pol. G eog. Shepard Se n . C Jm. 
5 Grammar. MacEwan. F r es h. 
6 Hlane Geom. S t y er. Fres'h. 
5 High e r Sur. F o rti e r. Sen . C. K 
1 Shopwo rk. M a yo. Su b. F . 
5 Steam E'Tl. Jensen. 1:5en. ~'L E. 
5. Sewing. B o wen. D . A . 
5 Com. Arith. Cai n e . J un. Com. 
4 Aritlhmet'ic. Lang ton. Su b. l" r . 
SECOND HOUR. 
3 Psychology. Paul. J. A . & D. A . 
4 Pol. Geog. Eddy. Su b-1• '. 
4 S t e nog1·aphy. Dryd en. Com. 
5 Gramm a r. MacEwan. Fresh. 
3 English Clas&ics . Ke nyon Prep . 
'I'HIRD HO UR. 
Times. Subject. Teach e 1·. T a k e n By. 
2 •Soci·ology. ?au!. Jun . Agr. 
2 Hortic u l. RiCJhman. Jun. Ag. 
4 Com. Law. Shepard. S . Com. 
3. History. Eddy. Sen. 
2 Rhe toric. MacEwan. Soph. 
3 G e rma'll. MacEW<an. Sen. 
3 Biology. Bre w e r. Special . 
Declamation. K enyo n. F r eslh . 
3 t:>Olid G eom. Styer. 1:5oph, 
5 App. M eoh . F'ol'tier. 
1 Shopwork. Mayo. Sub. F. 
4 Hous<'fuold Man . Cotey. S. D. A. 
3 E le . Plhysics. Jensen . Fres h. 
2 D esc. G eom. J ense n. J . M.. K 
5 Grammat. Oaine . Prep 
4 Phys. Geog. Langton. Sub ~ ·. 
FOURTH HOUR. 
3 li.l s tory. Eddy. · :sen 
2 Hi s tory. Eddy. Fresh : 
3 Eng . Lit. Mac®wan. Jun. 
5 P l•ane Geom. S .y e r. F resh. 
3 Irr. Eng. Fort ier. Se n. C . J;;, 
2 Munic. Eng. Fortier. Sen. C. E. 
a Germ a n. MacEwan. Sen. 
I 3 Elocution. K enyo·nfl. S. F. <-.:Qec la m at iomi'. · K en yon. Fresh. 
2 Hfghe.r A lge b!'a. Styer. Bop 'h. 3 D a irying. Linfield. Se n. Ag. 
1 Shopwork. Mayo. s. 1<'. 
-l...A;h eml&tr y. vV id•tsoe. Jun. Ag. 
5 Calculus. Jensen . J. C. J;; . & M. . .t;;. 
4 Grammar. Ca.ine. S. F. 
6 Baot e riol•ogy. 
6 B io logy. 
10 Field, Eng. 
& Ex. Work. 
10 Dairy Prac. 
4 Hand. Sto·c k. 
10 Mach. Work 
in Iro·n & 
Laboratory Work 
Brewer. Jun. 
B1·e w e r. Sen. 
Forti er. 
Linifi e ld. 
uinfi e ld. 
Sen. 
Jun. 
Jun . 
2 Surveying. Fortier. J. C. E. 
2 Dt·awing. M ayo. S. F. 
4 V e t Sc ie n ce. Fisch e r. Seh. Ag. 
5 Arithme tic. Langton. Prep . 
(Afternoons.) 
D esigning. MayO. 
6 C h emis try. Widtsoe. 
4 Sound, Heat 
& Light. Jensen. 
2 P enmanship. Hyde. 
4 ·v e t. Scie nce. Fischer. 
10 Sewing. Bowen. 
1'1 Woodwork. Mayo. 
Jun. 
So p h . 
Soplh. 
Fresh. 
:;>en. 
Freslh . 
Fresh. 
SECOND TERM . 
F IRS'l' HOUR. 
4 Com . Law. S h epard . 
2 Civi·l Go·vern. E dd y . 
6 'Rhetoric. MacEwan. 
~ Anat. & P h y·s. Bre w e:·. 
5 A lg e br a . · Lang. 
5 Hydraulics,. Fortier. 
1 Shop,work. Mayo. 
5 Org. C h ern. Wid tsoe. 
2 M·a c h. D esign . J ense n. 
3 Pow., M'nt., e tc. J ensen . 
a Agriculture. Fi scher. 
Sen. 
i:io ph. 
Fresth. 
JU'11, 
Fresh. 
Jun. 
s. li'. 
S pecial. 
Se n. 
Sen. 
6 Grammar. Ca ine . Pre p. 
SECOND HOUR. 
5 Special Cou r se. Richman . Spec ial. 
5 Spec. Course . Ri chma n. Special. 
3 Farm Irrig. Mills. Jun. 
~ Bool<keeping. Sh e pa rd. Se n . 
5 Geography. Eddy. Prep. 
4 Sten ogr aphy. Dryd e n. S en. 
5 Rhetoric. M.aoE'wan. Fresh. 
a Zoology. Rre w e1•. Soplt. 
5 Algebra. Langton . Fresh . 
2 Mun . E ngi. l0o l"~ ti-e r. S en. 
3 Irri. Elngi. Fo•rtie r. . Se n. 
l Shopwo·rk. Mayo. S. F. 
3 C'hemi'"try. Widtsoe. So ph. 
2 Agr. Ohern. Widtooe . Jun. 
5 AnaiY't. Geom.. J en,.n . Jun. 
5 Spec. Course. Fi.s-c h e •·. S pec ial. 
5 Sewing. Bowe n. 
5 GMJ11mar. Caine . S. F. 
.' THlRD HO' R. 
3 Com. Econ . \Shepard. S en. Com. 
2 His,tory; E ddy. li' t·e s h . 
3 G erman. MacEwan. , Jun. 
2 Zoo-I·ogy. Brewer. Ju n. 
3 E lo P.utio n . Kenyon. S. F. 
5 Trigonometry. Stye r. Sopb. 
5 G•·aphioa l Stat. Fortie1'. ·s. E .. C. 
5 Spec: Course. Linfield. Snecial. 
2 Drawing. Mayo. S. F . 
4 · Cool<ing. Cotey. • Soph. 
3 P ·hys·ics. · J e h s en. Jun. 
2 Calcu lus. J ensen. Jun. 
4 V e t. Scie,hce . Fischer. Sen. Ag. 
5 Arithmetic. Lan~ton. Pre p. 
FO'UR'l'H HOUR. 
4 U. S . His'i.ory. Eddy. 
2 Rlh e tori·9· MacEwan. 
3 G erman., MacEwan. 
D eclam ations. Kenyon. 
1 Shopwork. Mayo. 
3 M ech. Draw. Mayo. 
2 D e&c. (1(\)om. J en sen. 
3 Logic. '..!.•' Sty er. 
3 J;:ng . <& jassics. S tyer. 
4 Arithmetic. Langton. 
S. F . 
Sop h. 
Se n. 
Fresh . 
S.F 
Jun. 
Jun . 
Jun. 
Pre p. 
S. F' 
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Laboratory Work (Afternoons.) 
Tlimes. Subject. Teacher. Taken by 
10 Bookkeeping. Shepard. Jun. 
4 Anatomy. B r ewer. Jun. 
6 Bio.Jogy. Brewer. Sen. 
10 Drawing & 
Designing. Mayo. 
10 Drawing. Mayo. Jun. 
6 Mineralogy. Widtsoe. 
6 Chemistry. Widtsoe. 
4 Cooking. Cotey. Soph. 
4 Vet. Science. Fischer. 
Jun. 
& Sen . 
Jun. 
So ph. 
& Jun. 
Sen. 
Ttimes. Subject. Teach er. Taken .l::!y. 
2 Agri. Practice. Mills. Jun. 
4 Elect. & Mag. J ensen. ~en. 
10 Special Course. Linfield. SpecJal. 
6 Oh e•mistry. Wid'l.soe. Soph. 
4Electrici ty and 
Magnetism. J ensen. 
2 Penmanship. Hyde. 
10 Sewing. Bow en . 
10 Forgewo rk. Mayo. 
Sop h . 
Fresh . 
Fresh. 
Fresh. 
THIRD TERM. 
FIRST\ HOUR. THIRD HOUR. 
5 Ele. Mach. J ensen . Sop·h. 2 Floriculture. Ridhman. Sop'h . 
4 Com . Law. Shepard. Sen. 4 U. S. History. Eddy. S. F . 
4 Hist. Reading. Eddy. Prep. 4 'l'ypewriting. Dryden. Jun. 
6 Lilterature. MacEwan. Freslh. 5 Literature. MacEwan. Sen. 
3 Biology. Brewer. Se n. 2 San. Sc ience. Brewer. Speclal. 
5 Algebra. Langton. Fresh. Dec lama t ions. Kenyon. S. F. 
5 Mat. & Engi. Fortier. Jun. 2 Surveying. Styer. Sop h. 
1 Shopwork. Mayo .. S. F. 3 App. Elec. Fort ie·r. 
4 .Sc. o·t N utrition. Ootey. Sop h . 1 Shopwork. Mayo-. S. F. 
5 Sewing. Bowen. 4 Dom. Hygiene. Cotey. Jun. 
5 Geo".Jo.gy. Caine. J. &S. 5 ElB'rn'•ts o<l' Mech . Je-nsen. Jun. 
4 Arit!hmetic. Lan~ton. S. F. 3 Agriculture. Fischer. Jun. 
3 Sanitary Sci. Brewer. Sop h. 5 Sewing. Bowen. 
4 Grammar. Cain e. Pre I 
SECOND HOUR- 5 Penmanship. Langton. 
4 Stenography. Dryden. Sen. FOURTH HOUR. 
5 Li tel'atu r e. MacEwan. Fresh. 2 History. Eddy. Fresh. 
3 •Phys.iology. Brewer. Jun. 2 Oivil Gov. Eddy. So ph, 
5 •Algebra. Langton. Fresh. s German. MaclEwan. Sen. 
2 Horticulture. Richm•a n . Jun. 3 German. MacEwan. Jun. 
5 Roads & Pa'm'ts. Forllier. Sen. 3 Elocution. Kenyon. S. F. 
1 Sh<Ypwork. Mayo. S. F. 2 Me ch. Draw. IDortie r . Jun. 
3 Chemistry. W ·idrt.soe. So p h. 2 Drawing. Ma yo. S. F. 
5 Calculus. Jensen. Jun. 1 Sh·opwork. Mayo. S. F. 
2 V et . Science. Fischer. Sen. 5 S t eam. Boll. J ensen. S en. 
2 'Millinery. Bowen. Jun. 3 Bo•tany. Fischer. Fres•h . 
4 Composition. Caine. S. F. 5 Sewing. Bowen. 
3 Eng. Classics. Styer. Prep. 2 Ethics. Caine. Jun. 
4 Arithmetic. Langton. Sh. Com. 
3 Sci. Book' g. Shepard. Com. 
Laboratory Work (Afternoons.) 
'l'HIRD TERiU. 4 Surveying. Styer . Soph. 
2 Field A,gri. Mills. Jun. 2 Mach. Des. J ensen. Sen. 
10 Bookkeeping. Shepard. Jun. 2 G eom. Draw. Jensen. Jun. 
10 Surveying, etc. Fortier. Sen. 10 Sewing. Bo.wen. Fresh. 
4 Hand. Stock. Linfie ld. Sen. 2 Geology. Caine. Jun. 
6 Ohern. Wid.tsoe. Sop h . 5 Astronomy. Langton. Sen. 
4 Cooking. Cotey. Jun . 6 Shopwork. Ma yo. Fresh. 
6 Anatomy. Brewer. Jun. 4 V e t. Science. Fischer. Sen. 
6 'Biology. Brewer. Jun. 
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E XAJ\U ATIONS. 
Instructors keep a record of recitations, marked according 
to tne decimal system. In making up final examination percent-
ages, this 1s counted one-third, the mid-term examinatio111 one-
third, and final examination for the term, one-third. But stu-
dents who have been in a class only four-fifths, or less, of a term 
(or whose absences amount to one-fifth or more of the term) 
shall pass the whole subj ect upon examination. In all four year 
t:ourses, an average of final marks, of not less than 75 per cent., 
with no , mark less than 6o per cent., will be required for gradua-
tio!l. Any student falling below 6o per cent. for a month, may 
be dropped from the class. 
GRADUATION. 
The degree of Bachelor of Science is con£erred upon comple-
tion of any of the four year courses. A certificate is granted for 
the completion of any short course. 
COLLEGE CHARGES. 
Tuition is free. An entrance fee of $5 is charged for each 
year of the College course; for a single term $2.50. The privi-
leges of the library, museums, etc., are free to students. In the 
chemical laboratory, work shops and cooking rooms, students 
are charged for the cost of the materials actually used up by 
them in their exercises, the cost varying from $2 to $4 per year 
in each industrial or laboratory course. 
~....-ertificates of g raduation in short course, $2.so. 
Bachelor of Science diploma, $5. 
CHEMISTRY. 
(Ommitted from page 33·) 
Professor Widtsoe. 
ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY: A stur1y of the import-
ant facts and fundamenta l thP.ories of chemistry; the laws 
of chemical combination; the writing of reactions, and prac-
tice in solving sto.chiometrical problems, together with the 
applications of chemistry in the arts and manufactures. 
Students taking this subject must also take course 2. 
SO J>h . I. II, III, 3. 
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CO~TRIHUTIONS TO THE fv1USEUM. 
'vVe acknowledge with thanks substantial iavors from the fo l-
lowin g contributors 
Sliver King Mining Co m pany .. 
B utterfield Mining Company. 
J oseph Dixon Crucible Company. 
and Graphite Preparation. 
. . . ...... Miner a ls and Ores. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . Minerals an d Ores. 
J e r sey City, N. J . . .... Graphite Specimens 
Thoma~ Griffin. . ................ Prizo Model of Steam Engine. 
J . M. Macfarlane ... 
J. H. Brown Marble Co . . 
Ezra :b-;ames .. . . 
J as. P. La~v .. .. . .. 
Juliu s J ohnson .. 
Wm. Calde •······· 
H enry J a m es . .. .. ... . 
.Gold and Silver Mine rals from Southern Utah . 
.. . .. .. . Specimen <if Native Or namental Marble. 
.. .. ... Paleo li thic Fl ints. 
.. ..... Copper Ores. 
.Salt Crystals from Nevada . 
. . Specimen s of Chalcopyrite. 
.. .. .. .. .. . .. ..... Cache Valley Miner a ls. 
A . L . Gr een e .. .. . Co llection o'f Shell s and vVoods from the Samoan Islands. 
John Reed . .. . 
Grant So·ap Co . . . ... . 
R. S . Betts, Ben;iamin, Utah. 
. ... In dian Arrow-Heads and R e li cs . 
. Salt L a k e T emple Car ved in Soa p . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Miner a l Speci men s . 
'I' h e coro tains 4,5co species of Rocky Mountain Flora, 400 micro-
!\Jnseum. scopic slid~s geological, biological, and mineralogical sets, 
farm products, curios, etc.; and collec tions of nati,·e woods and Utah farm 
products. 
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"-Alle n , Mary I. . ........... .. . . . .. Logan. - H ayball, Alfred H ..... . ........ . Logan . 
.....,Ander son, Ma ry ... . ... . ... . ...... Loga rl. "ties'S, J. A .... .... Georgetown , I daho. 
~tkinson, Fred . ....... D ayton, Ida h o. ~..Hold e n, Edward H. Jr .. . ..... .. Logan. 
~ai l ey , Be'U la h . . . .. . .... Sanfor·d, Co·lo . ilioLthe r , J. D ... . .... .. .. .. ....... Ogden. 
l'flaker, J ohnS ............. ... . . Mendon . "Ho rn e!', R ose ........... Oxford, ldruho. 
_@ankhead, John ....... ..... . Wellsvi lle. r'.Horner, W . H., .Jr .. .... Oxt ord , ,Idaho. 
Barker, Olla M ........... .. . .... ,Ogden. ;f!ubbard, J enme . ... . ...... . . .. V\ 111 d. 
~eers, William ....... Ante lope, I daho .' .:.rrvine, R ay .......... .. . . ... . .. . .. L o an. 
B erryman, C. W .... Blackfoo t, l cla ho . ""'Ke f\t, Jesse . . ....... . ....... L ewl·S o,n. 
ffl·oyden, Walte r M .......... .. Coalv ill e . ~ee, Ernest A.... .. ... Springv ll e. 
I-13rossard, Loms .... .... Oxfor·d, I daho . Lee, J a m es A... ..T~y l o rsv Ill>. 
'Bullen, Ethel. .... . .. .. . .... . Rich m on d. "'Lessing, I sadore. .... . . .. Miners 'lie. 
"'Bullen, Mabe l ...... .......... Richmond. '~Macfarlane , J ohn M ....... St. Ge rge . 
.o£uncc, Emma ......... ........... L ogan. Vli>Ia ug.han , E lizabeth .. . .. .. Peters·boro. 
~ybee, Mary J . . . . ......... . .. Lewis to~ -.McCau s\oand, Georgina ........... Log~n. 
~affel'tY. Carri e M .... . .. . . . L ewisto r. ""VlcCune, Edward H ........ ·· :· · 'E!p I. 
Cantwell, A~broslne ... .... . .. l\!llll':r l "1\Ie rnll, Ezra J . . . .. . ........ Rtchmo d. 
{ Carver, L e w1s H .... ... ..... P laffi\ Crty . o-i\ie rrrll, F. iYI· ....... ..... ... Rr ohmor d. 
Clark, Fred G ............. ..... . Ogdef . ~viernll , Lu cill e . . ............ Richmo d . 
~lemens, Edith . . Soda Spr ings•, Ida hih . Mol en, William . . .. . ... . Menan, Ida o. 
~we, Sal'ah E .............. ...... L ogan.( .-pag&, N elli e .................... Pays n. 
~agran, Katie .. ... .. .... . . . Smithtie ljl. ..Paul, Maude . . ................... Logaiil . 
...Crocke~t, Fred W . .......... .. . . L ogarp. "i"e te rson , H~!-n.st . . ... ....... Smithti~d . 
~rockett, Jo1m A .......... .. .. .. Logal. "«"e terson , Wi llt a:m .Bloomington, Id·a. 
~e.al , Roe A ................. Springvi ll ,· .,.Pi tkin, Agnes ................. Millville-. 
;IDllason, Isaac . .. Soda Spnngs, l da h . ..Pond, Charles ..... . ...... .. .. L ewiston . 
.-Ellsworth, Frank .. L ewisv ill e, I clah q. ~oulso n, Andrew J . ........ . Richfield. 
-IF'ernette, Frank . . . .... .. ... Park City. ~ugmire, Nora ... St. Charles, Idaho. 
vFi ~her, Minnie ....... . . Oxford, I dalhe>. ~ainey, J enn·ie.. . .. h,~hmond. 
,..Fields ted, Estell a ... .. ..... Logan . -fSmi th, W'inifrecl. .. .. .. ....... B eaver. 
'l'Unk, Jas. W.. . . . ... . .Richmond. ~orensen , Joseph. . . . . .. Huntsville . 
"-G!bso·n, W esley . ... . . . .. . Smithfi e ld-. ~stone, l!lllen .... . ................ Logan. 
"'6-riffin, Ute E ..... . .......... R iohmo111cl. 46towell, Ephraim .. . .. ... .. ..... Logan. 
'llffamson, Cla-udia ... . .. . Oxford, Idallo·. ""I:arbe t , Annie ..... . ......... .. . . :r--agan . 
.-Hansen, N. M. JI· . .. ........ . .... Logan. t-;roolson, George. SmrtMi.e td 
<Ransen, Peter C . . Soda Spr·ings., Ida. VI/an Orde n , Wm .. . . . ........ Lewiston. 
ol;flarris, Alexande r . . .... . .. . Ri e'hmo·nd. VW'eaver, Ida .......... .. . . .... .. Ibapah. 
~arris, A. L ................ . . Richmond "'Widtsoe, Osborne ........ . .. . ... L ogan. 
l'ilarri.s, Ge!'trude ... . . .. .... . . Lewiston. Y\1\Tride , Minnie N. . .. . . . . .. Payson. 
~arris, Harry ................... Bea ve£. "W'right, Leste r T..... .. ... Ogden., 
.-.Harris, .S . • A ....... . P .. R .. E: .P .. A.RA . . Ju,.
0
ctRi?Yil1. · 
• & SUB-FRESH!IlAN. 
<'Anderson , Lottie ..... W es ton, Idaho. 't.arson , Hyru.m M ............ Newton. 
- Anderson, Ho bert........ . .. L ogan . .~Larson, J . J .................... N ewton . 
./Andru s , A . B . ... . ... St.George. "'Larson , Victof'ia .... . .. .. .. . Collinston . 
.rAndrus, G ideon .. . . . .. ..... St. George. okLee, F l'ank A ......... . . . Leoni, Idaho. 
~al<er•, W illard . ......... . . . ... Menclon. "1...e is'hm.an, Ida . . ............ . . ... Logan . 
..;Ba ll it, Joseph F ......... . .... . . Logan. "Lewis, Eugen-e.... . .... .. Logan. 
~eck, Samuel ......... Salt Lak,e City. ,.Lewis, Thos. C.. .. ...... Logan. 
"l3ergeson, John ........... . . . Lewiston. Yll!fa rtin eau, 'Dheodore . . . Juarez, Mex. 
"Bernhise l, J 'u!ia A .......... L ewiston . "Maf>h ews, Hopkin C .. .... Providence. 
""Bindrup, Martha ...... . College Watd . ..,_l\!liatson, Amanda .... .. . , .. Logan . 
"'Brower, Geo. Alvin ...... .. . Le~. iston . .._Mo:Alistel', W . L.. .. . ..... Logan. 
mrower , Wm. G .. .......... . L e i s~o n. -'McCann, M-ary A.... ..Smilthfield. 
"Brown, Agnes M . . . ......... We lsv11Je. ·~1oCracken, Wm. R. . . Smithfield . 
-l Brown, Lucy ........... . . . Provide nce. -4MoGarry, J'a.m es...... . . ... . Beaver. 
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-~.Imball. · Orson H ............. ,LQ~ni Wm ger, Ollie .... .. .. Hyrum. 
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. - Ballit, Addie ........... . .. . . . . ... L ogan. .-:i'effs, Samuel. . ... ........ Farmington. 
... Balli!, Harriet . . .............. ... Logan. A orgenson, Malvena .. . .... . .. . . Logan. 
1'.13e hunin, J. H ... ...... . ....... . l!'er ron.- 'Katsunuma, Thomas . ... . .. . ... Japan. 
~ Bell, Effie ......... .. ... ........ .,L ogan. ~indquis t, Amelia .. .. . ..... .. . . . Logan. 
"'Betts, R. S ... ... ............ . . Benja min. in?-say, J ane ........... . . Taylors.vple. 
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~ Hyde, Emma .... . ..... > ...... .. . Logan. "Roberts, John J ............. . Paradise. 
~anson, L izzi e ........ . .. ...... Logan.
1
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TOTAL .... .. ...... .. . ... . .. .... .... .. .. .. .. ... ....... .. ...... .. . .... 360 
Ave rage age of all studen ts 189 1-n. 19 years . 
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WEATHER FORECASTS. 
The Experiment Station is now in receipt of the tele-
graphic weather forecasts from the forecast official of the De-
partment of Agriculture located at San Francisco. The fore-
casts are telegraphed each day (Sundays and holidays ex-
cepted) at government expense. The signal flags are now 
displayed from the flGgpole of the College in full view of the 
valley below. These forecasts or warnings are of great 
value to the farming community. In 1893 the percentage 
of verification of the forecasts for the Pacific Coast division 
was 83.7. For Utah, which is part of this division, the per 
centage was likewise 83.7. In the report of the Secretary of 
Agriculture for 1893, the importance of these forecasts' is 
emphasized, and doubtless some means will be devised in the 
near future whereby these forcasts will be placed within the 
reach of every farmer in the country . An explanation of the 
fl ag signals is shown on the last inside page of the cover. 
~-
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Student's Society in Sn1all Chapel . The Longfell ow Lite r ary Society h olds its sessions every Monday evening throughout the school year,atfording 
to students opportunitie s for acqu irin g self possession before au audience and ease and skill in i;peaking. Es~a ys, orations . papers, and debates ara:iacluded. 
jn the exercises 
Eaat Side of Main Building. 
College Chief Musiciau, R. L . Sweeten, Sergeant, J. W. Welsh . 
Unnd. Thirty minutes each day, during drill , were devoted 
to band pcactice last season, with very satisfactory results. Stu-
dents who play on a band instrument are advised to bring it, 
and take band practice in place of military drill. 
